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Abstract
Contributing 50-80% to the surface water for the region, mountain snowpack is a pillar of the hydrologic
cycle in the western US, and is projected to decrease to 44% by 2100 in the Cascade Mountains alone.
The western US has recently been identified as a global snow drought hot spot, exhibiting more fre-
quent, intensified, and lengthened snow drought events in recent decades. Only recently has the need to
understand the types of snow droughts and their driving mechanisms become critical to understand and
quantify. Recent research suggests ‘warm’ snow droughts caused by winter precipitation falling as rain
rather than snow play a primary role, and may be unusual relative to past ‘dry’ snow droughts caused by
a lack of winter precipitation. In light of the recent widespread 2014-16 snow drought, water resource
managers have identified the need for long-term probabilistic estimates of warm snow droughts in par-
ticular. The steep and fast-draining watersheds characteristic of the Pacific northwest, combined with
aging dam and reservoir infrastructure, leaves this region especially vulnerable to shifts in the hydrologic
cycle. Overall, snow droughts pose significant societal, economic, agricultural, and ecosystem impacts,
and are a mounting challenge for water resource management throughout the region.
Tree-ring chronologies provide precise, annually-resolved, multi-century paleoclimate information
which can enhance our knowledge of the natural long-term variability in the climate system beyond the
short instrumental record. To date, no dendrohydrologic snowpack reconstructions have distinguished
between warm and dry snow droughts, nor have they examined the durations and magnitudes of warm
snow droughts in the pre-instrumental record. Here, I present a novel dendrohydrologic approach that
pairs energy- and moisture-limited tree ring chronologies (total, early, and latewood) to develop com-
plementary, independent snowpack reconstructions of warm and dry snow droughts for the Cascade
Range, USA. By examining the two reconstructions in tandem, I quantify and compare the magnitudes
and durations of warm versus dry snow droughts over the past 155 years, relative to the observed pe-
iii
riod of record (1952-2018). My results suggest that while more warm snow droughts have occurred in the
pre-instrumental record, the magnitude of these events has intensified in recent decades, indicating that
the observed period of record may not capture the full range of Cascade Range snow drought variability.
Furthermore, reconstructions demonstrate that only single- and two-year snow drought durations have
occurred in the past 155 years. This provides an important benchmark for multi-year snow droughts in
the region, and thus, suggests that (≥ 3 year) snow droughts such as the recent 2014-16 event may be un-
precedented in the Cascade Range. These individual warm and dry snow drought reconstructions give
context to what the natural hydroclimate system is capable of, which may serve water resource man-
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The western United States (US) is a global snow drought hot spot (Huning and AghaKouchak, 2020b).
Since the mid-20th century this region has experienced both more severe and longer duration mountain
snowpack deficits than any in the previously observed record (Mote et al., 2018) or elsewhere on Earth
(Huning and AghaKouchak, 2020b). Here, up to 75% of the water supply for societal, economic, agricul-
ture, and ecosystem demands comes from snowmelt-derived runoff (Natural Resources Conservation
Service, 2020; United States Geological Survey, 2021), and high annual snowpack depths and densities
also regulate forest pest outbreaks (Agee, 1996; Vose et al., 2012), wildfire frequency and intensity (Hessl
et al., 2004; Westerling et al., 2006; Littell et al., 2009; Gergel et al., 2017), floods (Hamlet and Lettenmaier,
2007; Vose et al., 2012), and droughts (AghaKouchak et al., 2014; Mote et al., 2018), with widespread con-
sequences to societal and ecological wellbeing. This is exacerbated further by aging reservoir and dam
infrastructure across the western US, which is not equipped for recent snow decline-driven shifts toward
earlier snowmelt timing, precipitation falling as rain instead of snow, and unpredictable volatile shifts
from very wet to very dry years (precipitation ’whiplash’ events) (Swain et al., 2018), making regional wa-
ter resources highly vulnerable (Vicuna and Dracup, 2007; Li et al., 2017).
Snowpack losses in the Cascade Range of Washington and Oregon states present a particular wa-
ter management and supply challenge and risk, brought into sharp focus during the 2014-2016 water
years (October through September). From 2011 to 2016, the western US experienced widespread snow-
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pack deficits, with over 80% of US snow course measurement sites west of 115 ° Longitude reaching syn-
chronous record-breaking low April 1 Snow Water Equivalent (SWE) measurements in 2015 (Mote et al.,
2016). During 2014 to 2016, the snowpack declines expanded into the Cascade Range, resulting in severe
and costly consequences for natural, economic, and social systems throughout the region, and culmi-
nating in both Washington and Oregon declaring a state of emergency in spring 2015 (Cooper et al., 2016;
Fosu et al., 2016). The steep terrain and deep snowpack which is characteristic of Cascade Range water-
sheds, compounded by the exceptionally low storage capacity of Pacific northwest (PNW) reservoirs (as
low as ∼25% of annual streamflow runoff), makes this region especially vulnerable to snow droughts,
such that reservoir capacity will be rapidly depleted and insufficient to supply peak season demand in
the subsequent months (Graf, 1999; Raymond et al., 2014).
Mountain snowpacks generally act as natural reservoirs for water supply storage to be released in
the spring and summer months when water demand is highest (Barnett et al., 2005). Understanding
recent and forecasting future shifts in winter snow amount and timing is therefore critical for adapting
to future changes in regional hydroclimate. While variability in the amount, timing, and distribution of
snowpack is in part driven by modes of interannual- to decadal-scale natural internal variability (non
anthropogenically-forced), human-induced climate change has played a significant role in recent snow-
pack losses throughout the west (Pierce et al., 2008; Mote et al., 2018). Mesoscale hydrological modeling
demonstrates up to 60% of observed trends toward warmer minimum winter temperatures, decreased
SWE, and earlier runoff timing in the western US from 1950-1999 is human-induced, and cannot be
solely explained by natural internal variability (Barnett et al., 2008).
The intensification of global snowpack declines has led to the recent formalization of the term ‘snow
drought’, which encompasses two distinct classifications: warm and dry (Harpold et al., 2017). While
a ‘dry snow drought’ is characterized by a lack of winter precipitation, a ‘warm snow drought’ is the
result of warm cool-season atmospheric temperatures causing winter precipitation to fall in the from
of rain rather than snow (Harpold et al., 2017). The 2014 to 2016 snow drought in the Cascade Range
now broadly serves as the scientific exemplar of an extreme warm snow drought event, characterized
by low SWE and above average temperatures notwithstanding near-normal precipitation (Natural Re-
sources Conservation Service, 2020). Several studies based on the instrumental record suggest warm
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snow droughts, which have mainly occurred since approximately the 1950s (Aguado et al., 1992; Karl
et al., 1993; Dettinger and Cayan, 1995; Frei et al., 1999; Mote, 2003; Mote et al., 2005; Regonda et al., 2005;
Bales et al., 2006; Mote, 2006; Knowles et al., 2006; Nolin and Daly, 2006; Kapnick and Hall, 2012; Safeeq
et al., 2016; McCabe et al., 2018), are a relatively unusual or even unique phenomena within the context
of the observed snowpack record, possibly enhanced by 20th century atmospheric warming forced by
global greenhouse gas emissions (Christensen et al., 2004; Knowles et al., 2006; Mote et al., 2005; Stewart
et al., 2005; Christensen and Lettenmaier, 2007; Barnett et al., 2008; Cayan et al., 2008b,a; Pierce et al.,
2008; Hidalgo et al., 2009).
Recent work has leveraged observational SWE datastes to document snow drought behavior across
the western US within the 1950-2019 period (Mote, 2003; Mote et al., 2005; Regonda et al., 2005; Mote,
2006; Mote et al., 2008; Pierce et al., 2008; Mote et al., 2009; Harpold et al., 2012; Kapnick and Hall, 2012;
Fyfe et al., 2017; Hatchett and McEvoy, 2018; Mote et al., 2018). But these datasets are relatively short
(spanning at most the time period from the 1930s to present), spatially sparse, and temporally discon-
tinuous (Hughes, 2011). The temporal constraints of these datasets in particular make it impossible
to constrain full, long-term ranges of ‘natural’ snowpack variability that is unforced by anthropogenic
climate change (Huning and AghaKouchak, 2020a), identify possible recent departures from long-term
hydroclimate stationarity and their cause (Milly et al., 2008), or identify a change in the mechanism gov-
erning recent snow drought events (warm versus dry) (Mote et al., 2016; Hatchett and McEvoy, 2018).
Further, flood and drought risk, as well as water resources and ecosystem management can be substan-
tially affected by even a doubling of the length of SWE datasets, which may dramatically change fre-
quency analysis, return periods, and event probabilities and uncertainties (Pederson et al., 2011; Huning
and AghaKouchak, 2020a). Huning and AghaKouchak (2020a) showed that ∼30 years of SWE reanalysis
data underestimated 100-year event return periods by ∼25 years compared with an ∼80-year dataset.
In some circumstances, high-resolution, precisely- and annually- dated, tree-ring derived paleocli-
mate reconstructions can be used to supplement and extend instrumental hydroclimate datasets, in-
cluding SWE datasets, on timescales relevant to both water resource management and climate change
adaptation (Fritts, 1971; Fritts et al., 1971; LaMarche, 1974; Fritts, 1976; Cook, 1987). Tree-ring derived pa-
leoclimate reconstructions have been successfully used to estimate pre-instrumental variability in tem-
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perature, precipitation, soil moisture drought, glacier mass balance, major climate modes, and stream-
flow throughout the northern hemisphere (LaMarche, 1974; Stockton and Meko, 1975; Stockton and Ja-
coby, 1976; Cook and Jacoby, 1977; Fritts et al., 1979; Lough and Fritts, 1985; Stahle and Cleaveland, 1994;
Cook et al., 1998; Esper et al., 2002; Pederson et al., 2004; Woodhouse and Lukas, 2006; George, 2014).
But while dendrohydrology has been widely applied to reconstruct and understand the past dynamics
of these various major components of the water cycle, it has rarely been applied to the snowpack sys-
tem, and this currently represents a major limitation of the field, as well as a significant knowledge gap
in paleoenvironmental and broader hydrologic and hydroclimate science. This is especially true given
the growing recognition of snowpack’s distinct role in the hydrologic cycle, and its specific influence on
surface water supply and hydrologic drought (Barnett et al., 2005; Lutz et al., 2012; Berghuijs et al., 2014;
Barnhart et al., 2016). To date, only a handful of tree-ring based snowpack reconstructions have been
accomplished within the western US (Tunnicliff, 1975; Woodhouse, 2003; Timilsena and Piechota, 2008;
Anderson, 2010; Pederson et al., 2011; Anderson et al., 2012; Belmecheri et al., 2016; Barandiaran et al.,
2017; Lepley, 2018; Thornton, 2018; Brice et al., 2021; Touchan et al., 2021), including one for the north-
ern Cascade Range (Harley, 2020).
Beyond the overall lack of snowpack reconstruction work, another fundamental limitation of the
few existing tree-ring based paleosnow reconstructions is an inability to partition different forms of pre-
cipitation (rain versus snow) within dendrohydrological reconstructions (Coulthard et al., 2021). This
challenge has thus far precluded dendrohydrologists’ ability to discriminate between historical dry and
warm snow droughts which, due to their fundamentally different causal mechanisms and hydrologic
consequences, is critically important for forecasting future snow drought risk.
This thesis presents a novel dendrohydrologic method which draws upon two separate tree-ring
proxy types that differently-record snow droughts to independently reconstruct, and examine the co-
variance of, dry and warm snow droughts over the past several hundred years in the US Cascade Range
(Coulthard et al., 2021). The overall research goal is to provide the first paleorecord and analysis of pre-




Stretching 1,126 km long and 130 km wide, the Cascade Range of the western North American Cordillera
extends from the Fraser River in southern British Columbia, through the states of Washington and Ore-
gon, to Lassen Peak in northern California. Winter snowpacks serve as a natural water tower, with spring
and summer snowmelt replenishing predominanty nival (snowmelt-dominated) watersheds and stock-
ing the region’s reservoirs, which serve PNW communities into the warm summer and autumn months
when demand is highest. A population of approximately 1.4 million people in the greater Seattle area
alone rely on annual Cascade snowpack accumulation and melt timing, which replenish the headwaters
of the Cedar and Tolt rivers to serve municipal, agricultural, and ecosystem demands.
Three arboreal Level III ecoregions exist in the Cascades, including the North Cascades and Cascades
(northern section) and the Klamath Mountains (southern section) (Environmental Protection Agency,
2020). The north Cascades (southern British Columbia and Washington) are located 145-200 kilometers
inland from the Pacific Ocean coast, with elevations ranging from 1220-3050 m asl. Some of the more
rugged sections of the range are located in this region, where the isolated volcanic peaks of Mt. Rainier
(4392 m asl), Mt Adams (3751 m asl) and Mt. Baker (3270 m asl) are located (Western Regional Climate
Center, 2020). The south Cascades (Oregon and northern California) are approximately 120 kilometers
inland, with an average height of 1524 meters and some peaks exceeding 3000 m asl including Mount
Hood, the highest in the range (3427 m asl). Throughout the Cascade Range, high altitude forests consist
primarily of silver fir (Abies alba), western larch (Larix occidentalis), subalpine larch (Larix lyallii), and
mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana). Mid-elevation forests are characterized by western red cedar
(Thuja plicata), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), and Pacific
silver fir (Abies Amabalis). Low land rainshadow and forests near the lower forest border are mostly com-
prised of mixed-conifer species, including Western juniper (Juniperus occidentalis) and Ponderosa pine
(Pinus ponderosa) (Thomas and Raphael, 1993).
The hydroclimate of the Cascade Range is characterized by wet, mild winter temperatures averaging
-9°to -4°C, and dry, moderate summer and fall temperatures averaging 21°to 30°C (Meteoblue, 2020).
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Orographic lifting of moisture-dense air masses derived from the Pacific Ocean results in high cool-
season precipitation throughout the range, compared to the lowlands (Stoelinga et al., 2010). The north
Cascades receive 152-254 cm annual precipitation, while the southern section receives up to 190 cm
(Western Regional Climate Center, 2020). Snowpack accumulation varies from the Pacific to rain shadow
slopes, with snowfall at lower elevations on the Pacific (rain shadow) slopes ranging between 127-190 cm
(60-152 cm), and gradually increasing with elevation to 1016-1524 cm (304-609 cm) between 1220-1675
m asl (Western Regional Climate Center, 2020).
The snowpack regime of the Cascade Range is classified as maritime, with a relatively warm and deep
snow cover type (Trujillo and Molotch, 2014) that accounts for 10% of the terrestrial Earth’s snow cover
(Sturm et al., 1995). Relative to inter-mountain and continental western U.S. snowpack regimes, mar-
itime snowpacks are characterized by relatively higher maximum snow accumulations with shorter ac-
cumulation periods (<220 days), and earlier onset of the snowmelt season (Trujillo and Molotch, 2014),
with above-freezing temperatures beginning between March and April (Serreze et al., 1999). Cascade
snowpack may accumulate at elevations as low as 750 m asl (Sproles et al., 2013), with approximately
half of the April 1 snowpack located below 1240 m asl (Mote et al., 2008). Above 915 m asl, snowpacks
reach substantial depths of 3-8 meters, and densities from 30% water in December to 45% water in March
(Western Regional Climate Center, 2020). Although the Cascade Range receives minimal summer pre-
cipitation, deep snowpacks can occasionally linger until late July or early August at elevations above 1524
m asl (Smith and Calkins, 1904).
1.2.2 Ocean-atmosphere teleconnections
Regional Cascade Range snowpack dynamics are influenced by a range of natural or ’internal’ hydro-
climate and ocean-atmosphere patterns, as well as forced or ’external’ mechanisms. Understanding each
of these and their respective influences on Cascade Range snowpack dynamics is critical for snowpack
prediction and forecasting. Internal modes of climate variability relevant to the Cascade Range snow-
pack include the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and the
Pacific-North America (PNA) pattern. Each influence regional Cascade Range snow by altering sea sur-
face temperatures (SSTs) and atmospheric pressure, which in turn affect the distribution and magnitude
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of cool season precipitation in the western U.S. (Hudson et al., 2019). The El Niño/Southern Oscilla-
tion (ENSO) is characterized by El Niño - conditions when the eastern tropical Pacific warms and a deep
Aleutian Low displaces the jet stream southward over the western U.S., and La Niña conditions when the
opposite occurs. These conditions shift year-to-year between warm, cool, and neutral phases in the trop-
ical Pacific (McPhaden, 2002). El Niño (La Niña) results in low (high) April 1 SWE in the PNW, and influ-
ences western North America in a north-south spatial dipole pattern (Cayan, 1996). PDO variability fur-
ther modulates the signal strength and magnitude of ENSO patterns such that when positive (negative)
phase PDO and El Niño (La Niña) winters are synchronized, their influence on western U.S. climate is
amplified (diminished) (Gershunov and Barnett, 1998). PDO and ENSO together account for 61% of year-
to-year variation in the western US snowpack regime McCabe and Dettinger (2002). However, Mankin
et al. (2015a) notes that internal climate variability introduces large uncertainties in both short- and
long-term snowpack projections, that will likely be exacerbated by the influence of anthropogenically-
induced warming.
1.2.3 Intensification of Cascade snow droughts
The western US has experienced the most substantial 20th century snowpack declines on Earth
(Huning and AghaKouchak, 2020b), and within that region the largest deficits are observed in locations
with mild winter temperatures, especially in the PNW (Mote et al., 2005; Livneh and Badger, 2020). Con-
sistent with patterns across the broader western US, the Cascade Range has experienced increasing win-
ter temperature (Hamlet and Lettenmaier, 2007), winter rain-to-snow ratios, (Knowles et al., 2006), rain-
on-snow event frequencies (McCabe et al., 2007), flood risk (Hamlet and Lettenmaier, 2007), and freez-
ing elevations (Abatzoglou, 2011), as well as earlier snowmelt and peak streamflow timing (Dettinger and
Cayan, 1995; Cayan et al., 2001; Mote et al., 2005; Regonda et al., 2005; Stewart et al., 2005; Mote, 2006;
Fritze et al., 2011; Kapnick and Hall, 2012), and average peak snowpack date (Hamlet et al., 2005; Spro-
les et al., 2013), declining annual stramflow (Luce and Holden, 2009), forest pest/pathogen outbreaks
(Agee, 1996; Vose et al., 2012), and increased wildfire frequency and intensity (Westerling et al., 2006;
Littell et al., 2009). Rising winter and spring temperatures in particular are driving these shifts, with
the greatest risk to low-elevation snowpack (Nolin and Daly, 2006) and the largest declines at elevations
from 1000 to 2000 m asl (Mote, 2003; Mote et al., 2008; Sproles et al., 2013). Throughout the 20th century
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alone, mean annual temperatures have increased by approximately 0.8° C across the PNW, with a pro-
jected mean annual increase of 3.0 ° C by the 2080s (Mote and Salathé, 2010). Model-based projections
estimate snow-derived runoff in the Cascade Range will decrease accordingly from 78%-44% by 2100 (Li
et al., 2017).
The role of anthropogenic warming in driving recent snow drought magnitudes and durations in
the Cascades remains contested. Stoelinga et al. (2010) project a 9% loss in Casacade spring snowpack
from 1985-2025 due strictly to anthropogenically-caused warming, but Casola et al. (2009) argue that the
limited historical record of snowpack in the Washington Cascades does not provide enough evidence
to support this attribution. Analysis of observational datasets dating to the mid-20th century suggest
a 16% loss in Cascade Range snowpack independent of internal variability from 1930-2007 (Stoelinga
et al., 2010), and losses of up to 35% in the Washington Cascades from the mid-20th century to 2006
(Mote et al., 2008). There is general agreement that increasing mean winter temperature and an associ-
ated onset of warm snow droughts is the primary driver of snowpack declines throughout the region, but
longer records are needed to determine if these warm snow droughts are a novel phenomenon relative
to historical snowpack dynamics unforced by anthropogenic warming (Mote, 2003; Sproles et al., 2013).
Extending the length of existing Cascade snowpack records is necessary to disentangle natural and
anthropogenically forced Cascade snowpack variabilty, which is in turn vital for regional snow drought
prediction and climate change adaptation planning in the PNW. Further, distinguishing past covariance
between dry and warm snow droughts may be particularly important in this region, where very deep
and low-elevation snowpacks, warm winters hovering near the freezing level, and smaller-capacity water
reservoirs mean a shift toward more warm snow droughts could have a disproportionately larger effect
on water resources relative to other parts of the West.
1.2.4 Dendrohydrology principles
The study aims to use dendrohydrology to examine snow drought causes (warm versus dry) and
durations over timescales greater than a century for the first time. A sub-discipline of dendrochronol-
ogy, dendrohydrology uses annual and sub-annual tree-ring width, density, isotope, and other measure-
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ments to investigate and reconstruct past hydrologic processes, such as streamflow or snowpack (Olsson,
1970; Fritts, 1976). Dendrohydrology relies on a set of well-defined basic principles. The principal of uni-
formitarianism states that the processes occurring in the present are the same as those which occurred
in the past, such relationships between radial tree growth and observed hydroclimate datasets may be
mathematically quantified to infer past hydroclimate conditions based on pre-instrumental period tree-
ring measurements (Fritts, 1976). The principle of aggregate tree growth states that the width of a given
tree ring is typically determined by a set of both internal and external variables, including disturbance
within (e.g. sudden canopy opening due to the fall of a neighboring tree) and outside (e.g. insect out-
break) of the forest stand, hydroclimate, the age-related growth trend (declining ring width as a function
of increasing stem circumference over time), and random error not accounted for by these other pro-
cesses (Fritts, 1976; Speer, 2010). Overall, the tree growth for one year might be a function of regional
insect outbreak, competition with neighboring trees, lower than average precipitation, the age-related
growth trend, and stochastic and/or unknown environmental processes.
Importantly, hydroclimate ’signals’ of interest expressed at the forest stand scale may be maximized
and extracted from tree-ring datasets under specific circumstances by minimizing the other factors af-
fecting tree growth (Fritts, 1971). This may be done through the maximization of limiting growth factors,
careful site selection, and/or mathematically enhancing signal-to-noise ratios (Fritts, 1971). The hydro-
climate signal of interest relates to the principle of limiting factors, which holds that the most heavily
limiting environmental factor will largely control the growth of the organism, or in the case of dendro-
climatology, characteristics of the annual radial tree growth increment such as width, density, and/or
earlywood/latewood qualities (Speer, 2010). For example, in high-elevation and high-latitude settings
that experience short growing seasons, the limiting factor is often temperature (or energy) (Fritts, 1971).
Whereas in arid and semi-arid environments where forests withstand high potential evapotranspiration
and soil moisture deficits throughout much of the growing season, the limiting factor is typically precip-
itation (Fritts, 1971). In forests with adequate moisture and sunlight, stand dynamics (e.g. competition
for canopy, soil moisture, and nutrient access) often limit growth rather than hydroclimate fluctuations
(Speer, 2010). The principle of site selection is employed to select specialized tree-ring chronology sam-
ple sites that maximize a particular limiting growth factor, or climate signal of interest, to a particular
study. This typically includes known biogeographic, meteorologic, topographic, and soil properties that
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lead to common environmental stress (i.e. growth limitation) across individuals within a forest stand
(Fritts, 1976). The principle of sensitivity states that the more a tree’s growth has been limited by an
environmental factor within a period of time, the greater the statistical variability occurring within ring-
width sequences (Fritts, 1976). Low variation in ring width within a series is referred to as complacency,
whereas high variation is referred to as sensitivity. In the context of this study, an ideal sample specimen
will be highly sensitive to annual snowpack variability.
The principle of replication refers to the collection of multiple tree-ring specimens per tree and per
site. This ensures precise and accurate annual dating (see the principal of crossdating, below), but most
importantly allows for the the aggregation of many tree-ring measurements, thereby enhancing stand-
wide hydroclimate signal and reducing non-hydroclimatic ’noise’ in the final tree-ring chronology (Fritts,
1971; Speer, 2010). A sample depth of >20 trees per site, with 2 cores per tree, is typically collected to ac-
count for within- and between-tree growth differences. In settings where the environmental limitation
is strong and the signal-to-noise ratio is higher, the need for replication may be lower than at sites char-
acterized by weak environmental limitation (Fritts, 1976).
The combination of a large number of sample replicates and high hydroclimate-driven tree-ring
width variability allows for the statistical comparison of tree-ring series through the principle of cross-
dating. Crossdating is the fundamental process of determining the exact year of growth for each annual
tree ring by matching the tree-ring width patterns among a set of measurement series (Speer, 2010), pro-
viding a statistical check to ensure that the date assigned to each ring measurement is correct relative to
the remaining collection of measurements. This technique may also help identify locally absent or false
rings within growth seqences.
1.2.5 Dendrohydrology prior studies
A rich history of North American dendrohydrological and dendroclimatological work exists over the
past 100 years, with a primary focus on the high-resolution paleoenvironmental reconstruction of tem-
perature, (Fritts et al., 1979; Graumlich and Brubaker, 1986; Jacoby and D’Arrigo, 1989; Briffa et al., 1992;
D’Arrigo and Jacoby, 1993; Biondi et al., 1999; Salzer and Kipfmueller, 2005; Wiles et al., 2014; Wilson
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et al., 2016; Anchukaitis et al., 2017), agricultural drought (soil moisture), (Cook and Jacoby, 1977; Meko
et al., 1980, 1995; Stahle et al., 2000; Woodhouse and Brown, 2001; Woodhouse et al., 2002; Westerling and
Swetnam, 2003; Cook et al., 2004; Knapp et al., 2004; Cook et al., 2007; Herweijer et al., 2007; Meko et al.,
2007; Stahle et al., 2007; Pederson et al., 2012), streamflow (Cook and Jacoby, 1983; Earle, 1993; Wood-
house and Brown, 2001; Case and MacDonald, 2003; Woodhouse and Lukas, 2006; Woodhouse et al.,
2006; Axelson et al., 2009; Hart et al., 2010; Wise, 2010b; Margolis et al., 2011; Maxwell et al., 2011; Allen
et al., 2013; Littell et al., 2016; Maxwell et al., 2017; Stagge et al., 2018), and to a lesser extent, cool-season
precipitation (combining rain and snow) (D’Arrigo and Jacoby, 1991; Díaz et al., 2002; Ni et al., 2002;
Cleaveland et al., 2003; Pohl et al., 2003; Villanueva-Diaz et al., 2007; Meko et al., 2013; Faulstich et al.,
2013). The need to target snowpack for direct paleoenvironmental reconstruction has only recently been
recognized, however (Coulthard et al., 2021). Recent hydrology and ecohydrology advances have made
it clear that snowpacks play a critical and distinct role within the changing global water cycle (Stewart
et al., 2005; Huntington, 2006; Berghuijs et al., 2014), water supply management (Mankin et al., 2015b),
and hydrological modeling (McNamara, 2017). Indeed, snow melt rate and/or quantity is a strong and of-
ten independent control on streamflow generation (Barnhart et al., 2016), base flow (Godsey et al., 2014),
groundwater recharge (Winograd et al., 1998; Earman et al., 2006; Ajami et al., 2012), and transpiration
(Hu et al., 2010; Trujillo et al., 2012), peak soil moisture and by extension, ecohydrologic sensitivity to cli-
mate change (Harpold and Molotch, 2015). Berghuijs et al. (2014) also demonstrate precipitation as rain
translates to less total runoff than the same quantity of precipitation as snow, with major implications for
future rain-to-snow ratio shifts. Perhaps most importantly, it is now clear that annual snowpack dynam-
ics often vary independently from total cool-season precipitation, as well as annual and/or warm-season
agricultural and meteorologic drought, and may be much more closely tied to warm-season hydrologic
drought (Staudinger et al., 2014; Van Loon et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2019; Blahušiaková et al., 2020; Stahle
et al., 2020). Given the distinct role of snowpack in the water cycle and it’s relatively large influence on
surface water supplies, the advancement of tree-ring based paleosnow reconstructions is now vital.
Currently, only a handful of tree-ring based snowpack reconstructions have been achieved world-
wide, and these are primarily within western North America, including for the Rocky Mountains (Ped-
erson et al., 2011), the Wind River Range (Anderson, 2010) and Upper Green River Basin in Wyoming
(Anderson et al., 2012), the state of Utah (Barandiaran et al., 2017), the upper Colorado River basin
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(Woodhouse, 2003; Timilsena and Piechota, 2008), The Sangre de Cristo Range (Thornton, 2018), the
Sierra Nevada (Belmecheri et al., 2016; Lepley, 2018; Touchan et al., 2021), the northern Cascade Range
(Harley, 2020), the southern British Columbia Coast mountains (Welsh et al., 2019; Mood et al., 2020),
central Arizona (Tunnicliff, 1975), and the Chuska Mountains (Brice et al., 2021). These studies focus on
developing local- to regional-scale records of annual, cool-season, or total April 1 snowpack variability
in an effort to contextualize recent trends, extremes, and natural variability on multi-century timescales.
Generally, they report widespread negative snowpack trends across western North America and the syn-
chronization of the North American hydroclimate dipole, largely as a result of rising temperatures, which
are positively reinforced by anthropogenic warming (Pederson et al., 2011). Some noted that multi-year
below-average SWE conditions persisted throughout the pre-instrumental record, suggesting that the
observed period does not capture the full range of natural variability (Mood et al., 2020; Brice et al.,
2021), while more recent studies have shown that the magnitude of the 2015 drought is unprecedented
in a paleoclimate context (400-500 years) (Belmecheri et al., 2016; Harley, 2020). To date, only one high-
resolution paleosnow reconstruction has been used to examine both the magnitudes and durations of
pre-instrumental low snow years (Mood et al., 2020), showing that consecutive three- and four-year snow
droughts are possible in the pre-instrumental record for the southern British Columbia region adjacent
to the northern Cascades. Warm versus dry snow droughts have not yet been disentangled for any region
within the paleoclimatological record.
1.2.6 Snowpack reconstruction in the Cascade Range
In order to develop a new tree-ring based snowpack reconstruction for the Cascade Range, this study
draws on a considerable existing body of work documenting the diverse influences of hydroclimate on
radial tree growth in the region. In the Cascades, summer temperature, winter precipitation, and spring
snowpack depths may all operate as limiting growth factors in distinct environmental settings and across
various coniferous tree species including mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana) (Peterson and Peter-
son, 2001); subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa) (Peterson et al., 2002); subalpine larch (Larix Lyallii) (Peterson
and Peterson, 1981), as well as a mix of engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii), subalpine larch (Larix
Lyallii), and subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa) (Peterson and Peterson, 1994). Dendrohydrological recon-
structions of seasonal precipitation for the Washington Cascades (Graumlich and Brubaker, 1986), Pa-
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cific Northwest (Graumlich, 1987), Upper Columbia (Dannenberg and Wise, 2016), and Upper Klamath
river basins (Malevich et al., 2013); of streamflow for the Upper Yakima (Lutz et al., 2012) and Columbia
River basins (Littell et al., 2016; Gedalof et al., 2004); and of agricultural drought for central Oregon (Pohl
et al., 2002) have been developed to date. One tree-ring derived reconstruction which examines drought
duration in the PNW region is from Knapp et al. (2004), who examine total cool-season (Nov - May) pre-
cipitation, and not snow droughts explicitly.
Although this previous work lays a strong foundation for understanding past hydroclimate dynam-
ics, historical snowpack dynamics in the Cascades have only been examined directly from a paleocli-
mate perspective in a single study by Harley (2020) that developed a 400-year record of April 1 SWE for
the Washington Cascades spanning the time period 1580-1980. The reconstruction suggests a long-term
decline in northern Cascade snowpack since the 1970s, and found that the magnitude of the 2014-2016
warm snow drought was unprecedented relative to the past 400 years, providing an important under-
standing of past and present snowpack dynamics in the Cascades. However, due to characteristics of
the tree-ring proxies used (only energy-limited), the reconstruction was unable to identify driving snow
drought mechanism(s) and/or the unusualness of long-duration, multi-year events such as that from
2014-2016. Beyond recognizing the novelty of the magnitude of the 2014-16 event, PNW water man-
agers have identified understanding snow drought drivers (warm versus dry) and durations as being
fundamental to climate change adaptation and water supply planning in the region (pers. comm. En-
vironmental Protection Agency, Seattle Office). This concern stems primarily from the aging dam and
reservoir infrastructure which was designed based on climate conditions several decades ago, and thus
is not equipped for recent snow meltwater supply changes that may be driven by temperature rather
than precipitation and persist over multiple years (Barnett et al., 2005; Vicuna and Dracup, 2007; Li et al.,
2017).
Here, I expand on the work of Harley (2020) to explicitly examine pre-instrumental snow drought
magnitudes, durations, and causes (warm versus dry) in the Cascade Range, using a novel dendrocli-
matic approach whereby two independent April 1 SWE reconstructions that differently record warm
and dry snow droughts are developed. In doing so, I aim to examine if a) the cause of Cascade Range
snow droughts are differently recorded in the two tree-ring snow proxy types, and if b) the duration
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and magnitude of warm snow droughts observed in the instrumental record are unusual relative to the
pre-instrumental reconstructed record, while the duration and magnitude of dry snow droughts has re-
mained stable. The reconstructions will be estimated by capitalizing upon two distinct and process-
independent types of tree-ring proxies present in the Cascade Range, and for which preliminary tree-ring
chronologies existed at the inception of this study. Each proxy type is sensitive to total annual snowpack
fluctuations, which are recorded in annual and subannual radial growth increments in contrasting ways.
Importantly, I hypothesize the two proxy types differently-record warm versus dry snow droughts.
The first proxy type is energy-limited. These are high-elevation conifer species that experience deep
Pacific cordilleran snowpacks and whose ring widths are often negatively correlated with annual maxi-
mum SWE (a low snowpack corresponds to a wide annual radial increment). These proxies are energy-
limited in that deep snowpacks truncate the length of the growing season (Heikkinen, 1985; Peterson
and Peterson, 1994, 2001; Peterson et al., 2002). Energy-limited snow proxies are often solely correlated
with SWE, and not with temperature and/or precipitation (Coulthard et al., 2021). Year-to-year variation
in radial growth primarily relies on spring snowpack depths that control soil temperature, the timing of
soil moisture access, and cambium reactivation (Emmingham and Waring, 1977; Kirdyanov et al., 2003;
Coulthard et al., 2021). Here, I hypothesize that energy limited snow proxies may record both warm and
dry snow droughts since they are sensitive to the ‘functional snow depth’ status at the inception of the
conifer growing season regardless of the form of precipitation that occurred during the cool season (rain
or snow) (Coulthard et al., 2021). Functional snow depth is a threshold snow depth and/or density at
which the cambium is reactivated in trees (Kirdyanov et al., 2003; Coulthard et al., 2021).
The second proxy type is moisture-limited. These are lower-elevation conifer species growing in
semiarid and/or rainshadow environments, whose ring widths are often positively correlated with an-
nual maximum SWE (low snowpack corresponds to a narrow annual radial increment) (Peterson and
Peterson, 2001; Peterson et al., 2002). These proxies are moisture-limited in that they primarily depend
upon snowmelt-derived soil moisture for growth (Littell et al., 2016). In contrast with energy-limited
snow proxies, moisture-limited snow proxies are sensitive to total cool season precipitation regardless
of it’s form. Moreover, these proxies are positively influenced by both April 1 SWE and cool-season pre-
cipitation and negatively influenced by summer temperature. For these proxies, high summer tempera-
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tures exacerbates evapotranspiration and diminish the soil moisture content necessary for growth (Fritts,
1971; Coulthard et al., 2021). As such, I hypothesize that they should faithfully record dry snow droughts,
but mis-classify warm snow droughts characterized by high rainfall as high snowpack years rather than
low snowpack years (Coulthard et al., 2021).
For this thesis, two Cascade snowpack reconstructions are developed, one using solely energy-limited
snow proxies, the other using solely moisture-limited snow proxies. I theorize that years in which both
the energy- and moisture-limited proxy reconstructions record extreme low snow conditions were char-
acterized by dry snow droughts, whereas years where only the energy-limited proxy reconstructions
record extreme low snow conditions were characterized by warm snow droughts. Where this is the case,
the reconstructions may be used in tandem to examine past warm and dry snow drought dynamics.
1.3 Hypotheses
Studies based on the observational record show that the increase in mean winter temperature is the
primary driver of significant declines in snowpack throughout the PNW (Mote, 2003; Mote and Salathé,
2010). In light of the recent 2014-2016 warm snow drought event, water supply managers seek to under-
stand if warm snow droughts in particular are unusual, and if they are going to worsen. Given that the
energy-limited and moisture-limited proxy types differently record snowpack (Coulthard et al., 2021),
and because both proxy types exist in the Cascade Range, my thesis addresses the following hypotheses:
(1) The cause of Cascade Range snow droughts are differently recorded in the two tree-ring snow proxy
types, such that the energy-limited proxy reconstruction records BOTH warm and dry snow droughts,
whereas the moisture-limited proxy reconstruction records ONLY dry snow droughts.
(2) The duration and magnitude of warm snow droughts observed in the instrumental record are unusual
relative to the past ∼100 years in the Cascade Range, while the duration and magnitude of dry snow




2.1 Tree-ring data and chronology development
All tree-ring chronologies used in this study were selected based on a combination of known chronol-
ogy sensitivities to SWE (Coulthard et al., 2021), known dendroclimatic sensitivities of the species (Brubaker,
1980; Peterson and Peterson, 1981; Heikkinen, 1985; Graumlich and Brubaker, 1986; Peterson and Peter-
son, 1994, 2001; Peterson et al., 2002; Kemp-Jennings, 2017), sample site characteristics (i.e. ’snow mold’,
late lying snowpack), and the synoptic climatology of Cascade snowpack dynamics. Tree-ring samples
were collected from three sites in the Cascade Range in 2019, and one site in 2020 (Fig. 2.1; Table 2.1).
Sunrise Lake, Washington (Larix lyallii), Mt. Hood, Oregon (Tsuga mertensiana), and Frederick Butte,
Oregon (Juniperus occidentalis) were represented by existing tree-ring chronologies that extended only
until the ∼1980s, and were selected for re-collection based on their strong sensitivity to annual snow-
pack fluctuations and subsequent inclusion in the North American Paleosnow Network (Coulthard et al.,
2021). A new sample site at Mt. Baker, Washington (Tsuga mertensiana) was also selected (Fig. 2.1; Ta-
ble 2.1). Tree-ring sequences collected in 2019-2020 extended the temporal coverage of the reconstruc-
tion model calibration period into more recent 21st century decades, which was critical for determining
whether tree rings faithfully capture the magnitude of the most extreme low snowpack observations.
The Mt. Hood, Sunrise Lake, and Mt. Baker chronologies are energy-limited, with sample sites lo-
cated above 1400 m asl in topographically-shaded, relatively flat, and wind-sheltered settings with evi-
dence of deep and persistent snowpacks (ground vegetation, ‘snow mold’). The Frederick Butte chronol-
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Figure 2.1: Map of the Cascade Range tree ring chronology network. Labelled chronologies and their associated
species code indicate sites which have been collected and developed for the purposes of this study. Chronologies
which are significantly (p <0.05) positively (red) and negatively (blue) correlated with the April 1 SWE record are
denoted by a circle. Correlation values for each chronology represents the correlation with its respective lag (Table
A). Chronologies which do not have a significant correlation with the April 1 SWE record are denoted by an ’X’. The
snowcourse stations used to develop the regional April 1 SWE record are denoted by a black triangle.
ogy is moisture-limited, with a sample site also located at roughly 1400 m asl, but in the east rainshadow
lowlands of the Cascade Range, on dry and shallow soils and amongst well-drained lava bed outcrops.
The location of the Mt. Hood, Frederick Butte, and Sunrise Lake sites were shared by collaborators D.L.
Peterson, C.H. Baisan/R.K. Adams, and L. Graumlich, respectively. At each site, individual trees were se-
lected for sampling based on age (eg. large diameter at breast height, candelabra morphology for Larix
lyallii, presence of lichen and deeply furrowed bark for Tsuga mertensiana), and minimal competition
and disturbance (scars, broken top/limbs, insect damage). A minimum of 20 trees were sampled at each
site, with two or three cores extracted per tree using a Hagalof 3-thread 16 inch increment borer. Cores
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were extracted at standard breast height (1.37 m) and perpendicular to ground slopes to minimize the
presence of extension and compression wood, and at ∼180° from one another to maximize the chance of
sampling locally absent rings (Stokes and Smiley, 1968; Fritts, 1976; Cook and Kairiukstis, 1990). Samples
were stored in 2 inch plastic straws for transport back to the Hydrology, Tree Rings, and Climate Lab at
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
Table 2.1: Cascade Range snowpack tree-ring network information used for this study.
Site code Site name Investigator Species Latitude Longitude Elev. (m)
BKR Mt. Baker Coulthard, B.L., Dye, L.A. TSME 48.797943 -121.873872 1411
SRLU Sunrise Lake Update Coulthard, B.L., Dye, L.A. LALY 48.160788 -120.352229 1619
MHDU Mt. Hood Update Coulthard, B.L., Dye, L.A. TSME 45.334411 -121.721863 1812
FBU Frederick Butte Update Coulthard, B.L., Dye, L.A. JUOC 43.628554 -120.467433 1475
TTH ts Train Trail Head Coulthard, B.L., Homfeld, I.K. TSME 50.590825 -123.016984 1345
TTH am Train Trail Head Coulthard, B.L., Homfeld, I.K. ABAM 50.590825 -123.016984 1345
JOF Upper Joffree Lake Coulthard, B.L., Homfeld, I.K. TSME 50.353066 -122.483366 1430
SIC Sicamous Coulthard, B.L., Homfeld, I.K. PIEN 50.8378 118.9768 1634
SPAT Spatsum Coulthard, B.L., Homfeld, I.K. PIPO 50.536483 -121.274161
CLC100 Gunn Creek Coulthard, B.L., Brice, B. PIPO 50.893450 -122.777088
BRG Bridge Glacier Coulthard, B.L., Smith D.J. ABLA 50.78 -123.48
CRL Cream Lake Coulthard, B.L., Smith D.J. TSME 49.48 -125.53 1300
HUR Hurley Road Coulthard, B.L., Smith D.J. ABLA 50.59 -123.59
JOL Joffree Lakes Coulthard, B.L., Smith D.J. TSME 50.35 -122.48 1430
MAG Manatee Glacier Coulthard, B.L., Smith D.J. ABLA 50.61 -123.69
MTB Mt Becher Coulthard, B.L., Smith D.J. TSME 49.65 -125.2 1110
RCR Rough Creek Coulthard, B.L., Brice, B. PIPO 50.527436 121.736481
CANA110 Seymour Watershed Dobry, J., Klinka, K. THPL 49.53 -123.03 700
CANA107 Capilano Watershed Dobry, J., Klinka, K. ABAM 49.52 -123.07 1000
CANA111 Cyprus Mountain Briffa, K.R., Schweingruber, F.H. TSME 49.42 -123.08 1110
WA048 Frying Pan Creek Graumlich, L.J. PSME 46.88 -121.62 1170
WA079 Hart’s Pass R2 Peterson, D.W. LALY 48.7 -120.65 1130
WA098 Lake Minotaur Low Peterson, D.W. TSME 47.83 -121 1130
WA4 Rimrock Valles Ground White Pass Kaiser, K. PSME 46.33 -121.17 810
TCNh Thunder Creek North High Littell, J.S. PSME 48.699 -121.132
TCNm Thunder Creek North Mid Littell, J.S. PSME 48.699 -121.132
TCNl Thunder Creek North Low Littell, J.S. PSME 48.699 -121.132
OR012 Horse Ridge Holmes, R.L. JUOC 43.97 -121.07 1146
OR018 Little Juniper Mountain Holmes, R.L. JUOC 43.13 -119.87 1596
OR042 Crater Lake NE Medford Briffa, K.R. TSME 42.97 -122.17 2200
OR061 Horse Ridge Recollection Meko, D.M. JUOC 43.97 -121.07 1146
OR062 Table Rock Arrow Gap Meko, D.M. JUOC 43.18 -120.9 1418
OR065 Mount Hood Medium Peterson, D.W. TSME 45.33 -121.67 1790
OR066 Mount Hood High Peterson, D.W. TSME 45.33 -121.67 1920
OR087 Lane Plateau Heyerdahl, E.K TSME 44.15 -121.83 1945
OR057 Telephone Draw South Speer, J.H. PIPO 42.75 -121.52 1550
OR049 Experimental Forest Speer, J.H. PIPO 43.72 -121.6 1530
OR051 Deschutes Speer, J.H. PIPO 43.47 -121.4 1420
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Tree-ring specimens were mounted to grooved wooden mounting boards and surfaced using a se-
ries of sanding belts at increasingly finer grits until a fine polish was achieved and uni-cellular rings
were visible under the microscope (Speer, 2010). Using marker years and cellular anatomy as a guide,
each tree-ring sequence was dated, measured (early-wood, late-wood, and total ring width) to an accu-
racy of 0.001 mm using a Velmex measuring stage and Tellervo measurement software (Brewer, 2014),
and manually (list method) and statistically cross-dated using the program COFECHA (Holmes, 1983).
Where raw measurement series already existed at the sample site, updated series collected for this study
were crossdated with existing measurements. Standard dendroclimatological methods were used to de-
velop early-wood, late-wood, and total ring width ‘chronologies’, that is, single time series representing
stand-wide radial tree growth governed by a presumable snowpack signal (Fritts, 1976; Cook, 1985; Cook
and Kairiukstis, 1990; Stokes, 1996).
Raw tree-ring measurement datasets from a network of 34 sites synoptically-relevant to the Cascade
Range were also evaluated as candidate chronologies (reconstruction model predictors) for this study
(Table 2.1). Each tree-ring dataset’s climate-growth relationship was previously tested in Coulthard et al.
(2021), thus, chronologies developed from these sites are proven to be strongly sensitive to annual snow-
pack fluctuations. These are included in the North American Paleosnow Network (Coulthard et al., 2021),
and are freely available within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s International
Tree-Ring Database (ITRDB) (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2020).
For all of the samples collected for the study, shared from collaborators, and those accessed through
the ITRDB (38 sites; 56 tree-ring chronologies), each tree-ring measurement series was detrended by
fitting a negative exponential growth curve and dividing ring width measurements by the value of that
curve to remove age-related (non-climatic) growth trends (Fritts, 1976; Cook, 1985; Cook and Kairiukstis,
1990; Stokes, 1996) using the Dendrochronology Program Library (dplR) package (Bunn, 2008) in the R
programming language and environment for statistical computing (RStudio Team, 2020). After sensi-
tivity testing various detrending methods, the negative exponential curve was selected since it was able
to disentangle multiple signals, preserve medium- to high frequency variability, conservatively remove
age-related growth trends without introducing an ’end-effect’ bias (Cook and Peters, 1997), while retain-
ing only presumed climatic trends. In the event of a missing ring (value of 0 mm), the respective year’s
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measurement value is replaced with a value of 0.001 for curve fitting calculations (Bunn et al. 2008).
Tree-ring measurement series were statistically standardized as dimensionless growth indices, in or-
der to enhance signal (e.g. climate) and reduce noise (e.g. forest stand dynamics, insect disturbance;
(Cook and Kairiukstis, 1990)). For each site, an arithmetic mean was used to estimate the final standard
(not pre-whitened) and residual (pre-whitened) chronologies (Cook and Kairiukstis, 1990). Standard
tree-ring series statistics were used to examine chronology quality and retention of common hydrocli-
mate signal, including the expressed population signal (EPS), series intercorrelation, average mean sen-
sitivity, and the mean correlation coefficient (total RBAR) (Wigley et al., 1984; Cook et al., 1990). The EPS
statistic represents the adequacy of the sample size for capturing the hypothetical population growth
signal, or, an estimate of the extent that a chronology based on a finite number of trees represents a hy-
pothetically perfect chronology based on an infinite number of trees (Wigley et al., 1984). Chronologies
were truncated where EPS fell below the standard value of 0.80 (Wigley et al., 1984).
2.2 Regional SWE record
To ensure I capture the timing of maximum snowpack accumulation (peak SWE), I considered both
April 1 and May 1 SWE datasets. All 494 April 1 and May 1 Snow Telemetry (SNOTEL; based on a network
of automated snow pillow sensors) and snowcourse (based on manual snow surveys) station records,
north of 40.5o , south of 49o , west of -120o in Washington, west of -121o in Oregon, excluding the Wash-
ington Olympic mountains, and located above 900 m asl, were downloaded from the United Stated De-
partment of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service’s National Water and Climate Center
(Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2020). This spatial domain accounts for the slight westward
concave shape of the central Cascades, and encompasses the mountainous region from Lassen Peak to
the Canadian border. The 900 m asl elevation threshold for SWE station records was selected as a com-
promise to account for lower-elevation SWE fluctuations (roughly half of April 1 Cascade snowpack lies
below 1240 m asl (Mote et al., 2008) and may accumulate as low as 750 m asl (Sproles et al., 2013)), yet
not so low that the dataset is biased toward primarily low measurements. Preliminary analysis of SWE
station records from northern California confirmed that both April 1 and May 1 snowpack dynamics
in that region are dissimilar from the Washington/Oregon stations, consistent with the hydroclimatic
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dipole transition zone between 40–42oN (Dettinger et al., 1998; Wise, 2010a).
To achieve a robust and spatiotemporally representative SWE record for the Cascade Range, lengthy,
consecutive, and spatially distributed SWE datasets were needed. Station records were also therefore
omitted from the analysis if they were not at least 60 years (from 2018) in length, had two or more consec-
utive missing years, and had >1 missing years within a 35 year period. A Shapiro-Wilk test was calculated
for each of the SWE records using the R stats package (R Core Team, 2019) shapiro.test function (Roys-
ton, 1982), and non-normally distributed records were omitted from further analysis. Separate cross-
correlation matrices were calculated on the remaining set of April 1 and May 1 SWE stations. Records
were omitted from further analyses if correlations with other stations records were not statistically sig-
nificant (p <0.05) and/or their Pearson’s r correlation value was <0.45. Lastly, the resulting pool of snow
course stations were truncated to the length of the shortest station record, and missing values were man-
ually imputed using the corresponding station record mean.
A Principal Components Analysis (PCA) then was performed on the retained April 1 SWE records
to reduce station-level noise and enhance regional-scale SWE covariance in the reconstruction target
record. This was done using function prcomp (Mardia et al., 1979; Becker et al., 1988) in the Base R
statistics library (R Core Team, 2019). Function prcomp uses a singular value decomposition approach
on the centered and scaled data matrix to calculate uncorrelated Principal Components (PCs) of the
original data. The dataset was scaled to account for the different ranges of variance across SWE records
(Wilks, 2011). The target April 1 SWE dataset (hereafter, ’the April 1 SWE record’) was then selected based
on the PC which best captured the proportion of variance in Cascade Range snowpack.
2.3 Climate-growth relationships & Chronology selection
To identify tree-ring chronologies that may operate as proxies for Cascade Range April 1 SWE, Pear-
son’s product moment cross-correlation tests were calculated to examine the direction and strength of
linear relationship between each of the tree-ring chronologies and the April 1 SWE record, including
time-lagged relationships (t−1, t−2, t+1, t+2). Lags are included because tree-ring chronologies often
retain temporally autocorrelated information about hydroclimate even after age-related growth trends
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are removed in the detrending process (Cook and Kairiukstis, 1990; Coulthard et al., 2020). For example,
a forward lagged tree ring (t+1) from 1969 may inform on SWE in year t (1970) based on autocorrelation
in the climate system itself. That is, a high snowpack in 1970 may be more likely given a high snowpack
in 1969 (Cook and Kairiukstis, 1990). A backward-lagged tree ring (t−1) from 1971 may inform on SWE
in year t (1970) based on autocorrelation in the tree biology and metabolism (e.g. carbohydrate storage),
such that snowpack conditions in 1970 pre-condition growth in the following year (Cook and Kairiuk-
stis, 1990). Only chronologies significantly correlated with the April 1 SWE record (p <0.05) were entered
into as final pool of candidate model predictors for the Cascade Range April 1 SWE reconstructions. Two
independent pools were developed (no shared chronology membership): one of energy-limited proxies
(negative correlation with the April 1 SWE record), and one of moisture-limited proxies (positive corre-
lation with the April 1 SWE record).
To achieve lengthy calibration periods (>40 years), chronologies which did not extend into at least
the year 2005 were removed from the energy- and moisture-limited predictor pools. As a final step, an
N/3 rule was used to maintain a predictor pool size sufficiently smaller than the number of years in the
model calibration period to avoid model over fitting, where N = the number of years in the calibration
period (Meko, pers. comm). Chronologies were removed from the predictor pool based on their strength
of correlation with the model predictand (weakest correlations removed) until the appropriate pool size
was achieved.
2.4 Development of the reconstruction models
Test reconstructions of Cascade Range snowpack were conducted using a forward stepwise multiple
linear regression approach on the final pools of energy- and moisture-limited model predictors. A best
energy-limited and a best moisture-limited model was selected based on a suite of statistical diagnos-
tics including the model explanatory power (R2 and adjusted R2 statistic), model fit and assumptions
(analysis of the model residuals, Durbin-Watson (DW) and variance inflation factor (VIF) statistics), a
measure of uncertainty of the predicted values of the model calibration (standard error (SE) of the esti-
mate), and an estimate of the statistical significance of the regression equation (F-ratio). The significant F
statistic values verifies that the models’ R2 values are not substantially inflated, and further, ensures that
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only variables which provide enough new and independent information are added to the models. The
reduction-of-error (RE) statistic ranges from -∞ to + 1, and measures the skill of the model’s prediction
(Gordon, 1982). The standard error of estimate (SE) statistic helps assess the precision of the models’
predictions in the calibration period; the smaller the value, the more accurate the estimates. Whereas
the root means square error of the cross-validation (RMSEv) tells us the average error of the reconstruc-
tion’s predictions in the validation period; essentially, how spread out the predicted errors (residuals)
are from the modeled regression line. The smaller the gap between the SE and RMSEv value, the lower
the percentage of error in the estimates. Finally, a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure is applied
to ensure the model is statistically robust and temporally stable over the full calibration period (Snee,
1977; Michaelsen, 1987; Fritts, 1990). In this procedure, single-year data points are consecutively with-
held while predictions are simultaneously made for the missing data point (Michaelsen, 1987). Based
on this suite of diasgnostics, the two best models were calibrated over the full instrumental April 1 SWE
data record and used to reconstruct historical SWE over the length of the predictor (tree-ring chronol-
ogy) datasets using the multiple linear regression equation.
To examine the most recent and severe warm snow droughts (e.g. 2014-2016), relative to the past
∼400 years (Harley, 2020), the reconstruction development steps described above were repeated, but
using a reduced the predictor pool restricted to those chronologies which extend to at least 2015. An-
other set of ’extended’ energy- and moisture-limited April SWE models were developed, based on these
chronologies that specifically serve to examine these most recent snow drought extremes in the observed
record, and the to assess the reconstructions’ ability to faithfully reproduce the 2015 warm snow drought.
2.5 Observed snow drought years
The interpretation of the energy- and moisture-limited snowpack reconstructions, and specifically,
the extent to which each model in fact records warm and dry snow droughts, relies upon the correct cat-
egorization of warm and dry snow drought years in the observed snowpack record. Designating warm
and dry years is complicated, however, since SWE station records may differ somewhat based on region
(windward vs. leeward), elevation, and microsite (aspect, slope, wind sheltered). For example, given that
recent declines in spring Cascade snowpack is primarily driven by rising temperatures, as opposed to
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less precipitation (Mote et al., 2005, 2008), with greater losses at low elevations (Mote, 2003, 2006), snow
drought drivers and magnitudes may vary by elevation. Seasonal shifts within the cool season from warm
to dry snow drought (and vice versa) may also not be fully represented by an ’annual peak’ April 1 SWE
record.
To categorize warm and dry snow droughts in the observed record, monthly cool-season meteoro-
logic conditions were examined in each snow drought year by plotting daily percentiles of accumulated
precipitation and SWE from October 1 to May 31 (phase diagram approach) by Hatchett et al. (submitted)
using the Western Regional Climate Center’s Snow Drought Tracker (Western Regional Climate Center,
Desert Research Institute, 2021). Drawing from a selected individual SNOTEL station’s SWE and pre-
cipitation datasets, the phase diagrams display cool-season conditions, relative to the station’s period
of record. This tool will help us visualize and quantify the temporal evolution of a snow drought in a
given water year. Since this analysis requires meterological datasets only recorded at SNOTEL (not snow-
course) stations, only Washington and Oregon April 1 SNOTEL station records west of -120o , >30 years
in length, and significantly (p <0.05) correlated with both the April 1 SWE record and other April 1 SWE
SNOTEL records (r >0.70) were considered.
Next, bottom 10th percentile snow drought years of interest were identified in the regional April 1
SWE record, and also in each individual SNOTEL station record, in order to assess which snow droughts
are captured by each station record. For each snow drought event, two representative SNOTEL stations
(high elevation, low elevation) were then selected to examine monthly cool-season meterological condi-
tions. This selection was made based on SNOTEL data in the given snow drought year, and the faithful
representation of the annual snow drought in the SNOTEL record. High- and low-elevation meteorolog-
ical conditions were then plotted in phase diagrams for each snow drought year to diagnose whether the
cause of the snow drought was a lack of precipitation, or precipitation falling as rain.
Lastly, the reconstructions were compared with the phase diagram results to determine whether they
faithfully reproduce warm versus dry snow droughts. Bottom 10th percentile SWE years were calculated
within the energy- and moisture-limited reconstructions’ respective 1952-2012 and 1952-2006 common
periods with the April 1 SWE record. This was also completed for the extended energy- and moisture-
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limited reconstructions’ 1952-2017 common periods with the April 1 SWE record, to assess the models’
ability to record the recent 2015 snow drought. Here, I identify the reconstructions’ ability to ’capture
the magnitude’ of observed snow drought years when the reconstructions’ respective bottom 10th per-
centile years also occur in the observed April 1 SWE record’s bottom 10th percentile years, rather than
an exact match in the observed April 1 SWE record’s bottom 10th percentile value itself. Hypothetical
snow drought causes inferred from the reconstructions were interpreted based on the direction (sign) of
departures from the associated previous year’s value: snow drought years for which both reconstructions
have a negative departure from the previous year’s value are dry, and snow drought years for which the
energy-limited reconstruction has a negative departure and the moisture-limited reconstruction has a
positive departure from the previous year’s value are warm (Hypothesis 1).
2.6 Runs Analysis
Given the widespread and devastating implications from the recent unprecedented 2014-16 Cas-
cades snow drought, I am interested in not only the magnitude of snow droughts, but also the potential
multi-year duration of these extreme events. To quantify the long-term, natural, unforced magnitudes
and durations of snow droughts that have occurred within the Cascade Range, I calculated runs analyses
on the bottom 10th percentile years of the energy- and moisture-limited snowpack reconstructions’ pre-
instrumental periods (1863-1951 and 1844-1951, respectively) (Salas, 1980), as well as for the April 1 SWE
record over it’s common period with both reconstructions (1952-2006). The magnitude and duration of
every single- and multi-year snow drought event for each record is calculated (Meko and Woodhouse,
2011). The magnitude for both pre-instrumental and observed snow droughts are calculated relative
to the respective long-term reconstruction mean (energy-limited: 1863-2012; moisture-limited: 1844-
2006), to assess how the magnitude of observed snow droughts shifts when in the context of the long-
term reconstruction mean. Although multi-year snow drought runs may be punctuated by one or several
non snow drought years, these interruptions were not allowed in the calculations in order to provide the
most conservative ’worst case scenario’ perspective on snow drought durations in the Cascades.
Mean April 1 SWE values were calculated for the respective warm and dry snow drought years identi-
fied within the individual observed and reconstructed pre-instrumental records. Additionally, the num-
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ber of occurrences of single- and consecutive multi-year warm and dry snow drought events were cal-
culated within the individual observed and pre-instrumental records. Comparing the increase/decrease
in warm and dry snow drought magnitudes and durations between these two periods will help us assess
if the magnitude and duration of warm snow droughts observed in the instrumental record are unusual
relative to the pre-instrumental record, and if the magnitude and duration of dry snow droughts has re-





For this study twelve tree-ring chronologies were developed based on new specimen collections (Ta-
ble 3.1). This included one early-wood, one late-wood, and one total ring width chronology per sample
site. Chronologies from three of the sample sites were updates of an existing snow-sensitive tree-ring
proxy record (Sunrise Lake, Mount Hood, Frederick Butte) and the three remaining chronologies are
from a new site (Mount Baker; Table 3.1). For this study, an additional 44 chronologies were developed
(detrended, standardized), 15 of which were processed by the HYTRAC Lab and 29 of which were ac-
cessed from B.L. Coulthard and/or the ITRDB (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2020;
Coulthard et al., 2021) (Table 3.1). Lengths of the final EPS-truncated chronologies extend from 530 AD
to 2019 AD. Series intercorrelation values for the 27 HYTRAC-developed chronologies ranges from as low
as 0.208 and up to 0.842, with relatively lower values in the late-wood chronologies; average mean sensi-
tivity lies between 0.165 to 0.653, and total RBAR between 0.115 to 0.647 (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Chronology and time series information for chronologies developed by the HYTRAC Lab listed first,
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BKR RW 1659-2018 1659-2018 47 0.526 0.219 0.207
BKR EW 1659-2018 1719-2018 47 0.475 0.237 0.20
BKR LW 1659-2018 1744-2018 47 0.367 0.334 0.135
SRLU RW 1161-2018 1294-2018 144 0.732 0.383 0.489
SRLU EW 1505-2018 1819-2018 58 0.720 0.386 0.492
SRLU LW 1505-2018 1819-2018 58 0.581 0.380 0.373
MHDU RW 1706-2018 1706-2018 67 0.651 0.325 0.317
MHDU EW 1745-2018 1819-2018 36 0.672 0.394 0.373
MHDU LW 1745-2018 1844-2018 36 0.398 0.358 0.183
FBU RW 870-2019 870-2019 78 0.811 0.471 0.532
FBU EW 1763-2019 1763-2019 32 0.796 0.433 0.583
FBU LW 1763-2019 1895-1969 32 0.208 0.289 0.115
TTHts RW 1682-2017 1743-2017 22 0.596 0.274 0.301
TTHts EW 1682-2017 1743-2017 22 0.589 0.313 0.297
TTHts LW 1682-2017 1868-1942 22 0.356 0.268 0.172
TTHam RW 1631-2017 1818-2017 28 0.597 0.199 0.347
TTHam EW 1631-2017 1843-2017 28 0.587 0.229 0.336
TTHam LW 1631-2017 1868-2017 28 0.332 0.262 0.22
JOF RW 1657-2018 1769-2018 77 0.596 0.220 0.25
JOF EW 1657-2017 1768-2017 34 0.651 0.242 0.374
JOF LW 1657-2017 1793-2017 34 0.384 0.258 0.213
SIC RW 1665-2017 1718-2017 86 0.541 0.182 0.38
SIC EW 1701-2017 1843-2017 45 0.551 0.179 0.435
SIC LW 1701-2017 1843-1992 45 0.314 0.281 0.253
SPAT RW 1719-2019 1719-2019 47 0.696 0.400 0.48
SPAT EW 1735-2018 1869-2018 11 0.650 0.398 0.474
SPAT LW 1735-2018 1869-1993 11 0.650 0.398 0.39
CLC100 1490-2018 1894-2018 25 0.381 0.312 0.188
BRG 1682-2003 1804-2003 36 0.642 0.206 0.352
Continued on next page
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CRL 1412-1995 1596-1995 39 0.596 0.270 0.305
HUR 1751-2012 1863-2012 20 0.589 0.220 0.365
JOL 1711-2012 1711-2012 28 0.609 0.219 0.329
MAG 1573-2007 1782-2007 24 0.615 0.223 0.284
MTB 1668-1997 1698-1997 32 0.538 0.284 0.265
RCR 1634-2018 1844-2018 26 0.610 0.408 0.476
CANA110 1344-1993 1744-1993 18 0.643 0.165 0.412
CANA107 1686-1992 1718-1992 32 0.662 0.280 0.349
CANA111 1413-1983 1659-1983 23 0.625 0.206 0.331
WA048 1286-1979 1405-1979 36 0.533 0.184 0.281
WA079 1585-1991 1667-1991 47 0.742 0.367 0.483
WA098 1610-1992 1768-1992 15 0.616 0.276 0.338
WA4 1885-1986 1912-1986 9 0.801 0.202 0.422
TCNh 1886-2003 1886-2003 11 0.660 0.206 0.401
TCNm 1477-2003 1879-2003 11 0.589 0.169 0.331
TCNl 1503-2003 1829-2003 10 0.578 0.202 0.469
OR012 1281-1982 1458-1982 66 0.821 0.650 0.626
OR018 1377-1982 1458-1982 66 0.842 0.460 0.613
OR042 1564-1983 1659-1983 23 0.726 0.284 0.402
OR061 830-1996 897-1996 66 0.839 0.653 0.647
OR062 530-1996 530-1996 31 0.820 0.622 0.588
OR065 1538-1992 1943-1992 18 0.577 0.281 0.229
OR066 1556-1992 1793-1992 20 0.600 0.287 0.287
OR087 1436-1990 1616-1990 42 0.673 0.288 0.29
OR057 1442-1995 1771-1995 15 0.484 0.261 0.385
OR049 1334-1993 1519-1993 24 0.547 0.206 0.476
OR051 1574-1995 1574-1995 21 0.601 0.227 0.415
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3.2 Target Snowpack Record
The SWE station record screenings resulted in a total of eight April 1 snowcourse stations usable in
this study, including Tangent (21F03) and Park H.q. Rev (22G05) in Oregon; and Beaver Pass (21A01),
Devil’s Park (20A04), Rainy Pass (20A09), Thunder Basin (20A07), Fish Lake (21B04), and Freezeout Cr.
Tr. (20A01) in Washington, with elevations ranging from 1005 m asl to 2002 m asl (Fig. 2.1; Table A.1),
and a common period of 1952-2018. Three station records remained for May 1, all located in Washing-
ton, with elevations ranging from 1103 m asl to 1798 m asl. The April 1 SWE records that remained after
screening provided more adequate spatial coverage and were more strongly intercorrelated than the May
1 SWE records, and were therefore used as the reconstruction target climate dataset. Additionally, April
1 typically represents an estimate of maximum annual snow accumulation in the Cascade Range and is
therefore relevant for the peak seasonal timing of regional SWE accumulation (Serreze et al., 1999; Mote
et al., 2005). The PCA analysis used to developed a regional Cascade Range April 1 SWE record resulted in
eight PCs, with PC1 explaining highest proportion of variance explained (75%) (Table A.1). This PC was
therefore selected as the target climate predictand dataset (i.e. the April 1 SWE record) for both Cascade
Range snowpack reconstructions.
3.3 Reconstruction models
Twenty-five tree-ring chronologies are significantly (p <0.05) negatively correlated with the April 1
SWE record and make up the energy-limited model’s predictor pool: 21 chronologies at year = t, four at
year = t−1, and two at year = t+2 (Table A). Thirteen tree-ring chronologies are significantly (p <0.05)
positively correlated with the April 1 SWE record and make up the moisture-limited model’s predictor
pool: six at year = t, four at year = t−1, two at year = t−2, two at year = t+1, and two at year = t+2 (Table A).
Some chronologies are significantly correlated with the April 1 SWE record at more than one temporal
’position’ (i.e. Manatee Glacier (MAG)). This is relatively common in dendroclimatology and typically a
result of autocorrelated hydroclimate information contained within the tree-ring records (see methods).
The final chronology screening based on record length and the N/3 rule, resulted in a final predictor pool
membership of 11 chronologies for the energy-limited model, and eight chronologies for the moisture-
limited model (Table 3.2). In order to remain consistent with the N/3 rule, a threshold was placed on the
moisture-limited predictor pool when using lags in the model, such that only the top six chronologies (r
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>0.278) were allowed in the pool.
The Joffree Lakes (RW), Mount Hood Update (EW, LW, RW), Upper Joffree Lake (RW), Hurley Road
(RW), Sunrise Lake Update (RW, EW), Train Trailhead (Tsuga mertensiana; RW) were selected as predic-
tors for the energy-limited proxy reconstructions (Table 3.3). No lagged predictors were included. The
model explains 51% of Cascade Range snowpack variance (Table 3.3) and the model equation is:
Y = 7.2605− (−11.0020× JOLRW )− (−8.9439×M HDU RW )
+ (15.0675× JOF RW )− (−6.0133×HU RRW )− (−10.5089×SRLU EW )
+ (8.9215×SRLU )+ (3.3171×M HDU LW )− (−1.5527×T T H t sRW )
+ (3.3987×M HDU EW ) (3.1)
The Train Trailhead (Abies amabilis; EW), Frederick Butte Update (EW, RW), Mount Baker (RW), and
Manatee Glacier (RW), were selected as predictors for the moisture-limited proxy reconstructions (Table
3.3). Lagged chronology positions in the model are denoted in the model equation. This model explains
42% of Cascade Range snowpack variance (Table 3.3) and the model equation is:
Y = 0.1524+ (5.6246×T T H amEW ; t −1)− (−8.1947×T T H amEW )
+ (11.1861×F BU EW ; t −1)− (−9.4486×F BU ; t −1)
+ (5.0097×M AG ; t +1)− (−3.8614×BK R; t −1)+ (1.3908×F BU EW )
− (−1.0828×F BU ; t +1) (3.2)
The energy- and moisture-limited models explain 51% and 42% of Cascade Range instrumental April
1 SWE variance, respectively, and meet all linear regression modeling assumptions (Table 3.3, Fig. 3.1,
Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3, Fig. A.1). The significant F statistic values suggests the models are not overfit. The RE
values are 0.32 for the energy- and 0.17 for the moisture-limited models, with a positive RE statistic sug-
gesting the models provide skillful estimates of April 1 SWE. The SE values are 1.8785 and 2.0931, and the
RMSEv statistics are 2.0238 and 2.2887, for the energy- and moisture-limited models respectively (Table
3.3). A practical measure of the ’tuning’ of the model is the difference between the RMSEv and SE (cal-
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ibration equivalent of the RMSEv) values, which represents the difference in the average size of model
validation to calibration prediction error. A smaller difference indicates a smaller percentage of error in
the reconstruction estimates, which are 1.21% and 1.63% for the energy- and moisture-limited models,
respectively.
Table 3.2: Final predictor pools for the energy-limited and moisture-limited April 1 SWE reconstruction models.
’Lag’ refers to the significant correlation (p <0.05) with the April 1 SWE record and ’lag used’ refers to the type of
lag(s) used in the reconstruction model.
Proxy Type Lag (Lag Used) Site code p-value r-value
Energy-Limited
zero SRLU RW 0.017910854 -0.288481352
zero SRLU EW 0.001937451 -0.371994049
zero MHDU RW 0.002003963 -0.37087942
zero MHDU EW 0.005447938 -0.335936984
zero MHDU LW 0.01078048 -0.309630704
zero JOL RW 0.000652797 -0.42438965
zero HUR RW 0.001283613 -0.402939134
zero JOF RW 0.031559396 -0.262964835
zero SIC RW 0.017687714 -0.291189856
zero TTHts RW 0.031807299 -0.264582103
zero TTHts EW 0.028040781 -0.270502595
Moisture-Limited
zero MAG RW 0.037121444 0.279273355
t−1 (t−1) BKR RW 0.023969331 0.277709168
t−1 BKR EW 0.024857064 0.276054254
t−2 (t+1) MAG RW 0.031472285 0.29311645
t+1 TTHam RW 0.019044952 0.285819835
t+1 (zero; t−1) TTHam EW 0.012803796 0.302629408
t+2 (t+1; t−1) FBU RW 0.006529395 0.329172649
t+2 (zero; t−1) FBU EW 0.003971028 0.347409196
Screening the predictor pool used for the Cascade Range snowpack reconstructions (Table 3.2) for
chronologies whose records to not extend to at least 2015, resulted in the removal of Hurley Road and
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Figure 3.1: Time series plots of the energy-limited (left) and moisture-limited (right) reconstruction model resid-
uals. Lagged scatter plot of residuals and autocorrelation function plot (ACF) to assess any potential trend and/or
autocorrelation in the model residuals.
Joffree Lakes, for the ’extended’ energy-limited proxy reconstruction (length extends to 2017). The model
explains 34.4% of Cascade Range snowpack variance (Table A.3) and the model equation is:
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Figure 3.2: Scatter plots of the energy-limited (left) and moisture-limited (right) reconstruction model residuals
against the models’ predictand (April 1 SWE) and individual predictors (tree-ring chronologies). Histogram of the
instrumental April 1 SWE record residuals.
Y = 5.2764− (−9.2815×M HDU RW )− (−14.9871×SRLU EW )
+ (12.8399×SRLU RW )− (−5.5309×T T H t sRW )+ (3.9023×M HDU LW )
+ (4.1745×M HDU EW )− (−1.1147×SIC RW )+ (0.8320× JOF RW )
+ (2.8230×T T H t sEW ) (3.3)
For the ’extended’ moisture-limited proxy reconstruction (length extends to 2017), only the Manatee
Glacier chronology was removed from from the predictor pool. The model explains 33.8% of Cascade
Range snowpack variance (Table A.3) and the model equation is:
Y =−0.0696+ (5.4972×T T H amEW ; t −1)− (−3.9404×T T H amEW )
+ (10.4861×F BU EW ; t −1)− (−8.7740×F BU RW ; t −1)− (−1.3430×F BU RW t +1)
+ (1.5379×F BU EW )− (−3.1428×BK RRW t −1) (3.4)
As expected the extended models experienced a reduction in explanatory power due to the removal
of skillful model predictors whose records did not extend to 2015. Each model still meets all linear re-
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Figure 3.3: Top: Time series plot of the April 1 SWE moisture-limited proxy reconstruction (black line) with a 5-
year running mean, (dark red line), the instrumental data (light red line) and the reconstructed mean (horizontal
black line). Middle: Time plot of the April 1 SWE energy-limited proxy reconstruction (black line) with a 5-year
running mean (dark blue line), the instrumental data (light blue line) and the reconstructed mean (horizontal
black line). Middle left: Time series plot of the April 1 SWE moisture-limited calibration period observed (red line)
and reconstructed (black line) data. Middle right: Time series plot of the April 1 SWE energy-limited calibration
period observed (blue line) and the reconstructed (black line) data. Bottom: Scatterplots of the linear relation-
ship between the reconstructed and instrumental data fitted least squares line for the moisture-limited (left) and
energy-limited (right) models.
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gression assumptions (Table A.3, Fig. A.3, Fig. A.4, Fig. A.2), and lengthens the reconstructed records
forward in time to 2017 (Fig. A.2).
3.4 Snow drought categorization
Bottom 10th percentile snow droughts occurred in the April 1 SWE record in 2015, 2005, 1981, 1977,
2001, 1963, and 1992 (ordered most to least extreme) (Table 3.4, Fig. 3.4). Each of these events corre-
spond with known low snowpack years in the Cascade Range (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration, 2020), suggesting the regional SWE record is representative of broad-scale Cascade SWE
fluctuations.
Characterization of the meteorological causes of the snow droughts relied upon SNOTEL station data
limited to the early 1980s, therefore phase diagram analyses were limited to those snow drought events
that occurred after 1980 (Fig. 3.4, Fig. A.2, Fig. 3.5). The two SNOTEL station records selected to exam-
ine meteorological conditions in each snow drought year are Surprise Lakes (1308 m) and Three Creeks
(1735 m) for 1981; Spencer Meadow (1037 m) and Mt Hood Test Site (1637 m) for 1992; Fish Lake (1046
m) and Green Lake (1805 m) for 2001; and Spencer Meadow (1037 m) and Green Lake (1805 m) for both
2005 and 2015 (Fig. 3.5). Dry snow droughts occurred in 1992, 2001, and 2005; and warm snow droughts
occurred in 1981 and 2015 (Fig. 3.4, Fig. A.2, Table 3.4). Both reconstruction models correctly capture the
snow drought type for all five snow drought years tested in the phase diagram approach (Table 3.4, Fig.
3.5, Fig. A.2). Two years (1981, 2015) exhibit clear positive departures from the associated previous year’s
value in the moisture-limited model, while all five years exhibit negative departures from the associated
previous year’s value in the energy-limited model Fig. 3.5). The only exception to this is in 1981, which
reports dry snow drought conditions at the lower elevation Surprise Lakes SNOTEL station and warm
snow drought conditions at the high elevation Three Creeks station (Fig. 3.5).
Within the reconstructions’ common instrumental period (1952-2006), the energy-limited recon-
struction records a bottom 10th percentile value in three out of the six (50%) observed snow drought
years, of which only 1981 is a warm snow drought; while the moisture-limited reconstruction records
a bottom 10th percentile value in two out of the six (33%) observed snow drought years, both of which
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Observed April 1 SWE
Figure 3.4: Calibration period of the energy-limited model (blue line), moisture-limited model (red line), and the
April 1 SWE record (black line), with observed snow drought years (vertical hatched lines).
are dry snow droughts (Table 3.4). Further, the extended energy-limited reconstruction records a bot-
tom 10th percentile value for the 2015 warm snow drought year. Taken together, within the instrumental
period of 67 years (1952-2018) the models capture the magnitude of five out of the total seven observed
snow drought years (71%) (Table 3.4). The mean magnitude of observed warm snow droughts (1963,
1981, 2015) is -4.64 PC units, and is -4.13 PC units for the observed dry snow droughts (1977, 1992, 2001,
2005). All seven observed snow drought years are single-year events. The reconstructions (not including
the extended reconstructions) occasionally recorded a bottom 10th percentile value in a year that was
not actually a snow drought. This occurred in 1987, 1988, and 2003 for the energy-limited model and in
































































































Observed April 1 SWE
Figure 3.5: Observed snow drought years (left): 1981, 1992, 2001, 2005, and 2015 (listed top to bottom) and their as-
sociated low elevation (middle) and high elevation (right) snow drought phase diagrams. End of season conditions
which plot primarily in lower left phase diagram quadrant (below average precipitation and below average SWE)
are dry snow droughts, whereas conditions which plot in the lower right quadrant (above average precipitation
and below average SWE) are warm snow droughts.
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Table 3.4: Reconstruction performance in capturing the direction and magnitude of warm (red) and dry (black)
snow drought years in the observed period. Asterisks denote that the type of snow drought has been verified by











1977 X X X
∗1981 X X
∗1992 X X X X




When examining the reconstructions’ common pre-instrumental period of 89 years (1863-1951), the
models identify a combined total of 17 (19.1%) total snow drought years, six (6.74%) of which are warm
snow drought years, and eleven (12.36%) which are dry (Table 3.5). Runs analyses identified six pre-
instrumental snow drought events in the energy-limited reconstruction in 1897, 1905, 1914-15, 1926,
1940-41, and 1944-45. Direction of the sign of the reconstructed value in each year suggests 1897, 1905,
1914, 1915, 1941, 1945 were warm snow droughts and 1926, 1940, and 1944 were dry snow droughts.
Runs analyses also identified nine pre-instrumental snow drought events in the moisture-limited recon-
struction in 1876, 1890, 1898, 1900-01, 1924, 1926, 1934-35, 1940, and 1944 (Fig. 3.6, Table 3.5). Direc-
tion of the sign of the reconstructed value in each year suggests none were warm snow droughts and all
were dry snow droughts. When examined together, the average magnitude of pre-instrumental warm
snow droughts (1897, 1905, 1914, 1915, 1941, 1945) is -4.54 PC units, and is -2.36 PC units for the pre-
instrumental dry snow droughts (1876, 1890, 1898, 1900, 1901, 1924, 1926, 1934, 1935, 1940, 1944).
In some cases, both reconstructions estimate a bottom 10th percentile SWE value in the same year
(i.e. 1926, 1940, 1944; Table 3.5). Four of the snow drought years identified in the moisture-limited model
(i.e. 1876, 1890, 1934-1935) show a discrepancy in model response, such that the moisture-limited model
reports snow drought conditions, but the energy-limited model reports an opposite (positive) direction
of sign, and even above average conditions in years 1876 and 1934-35 (Table 3.5; Fig. A.6).
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Taken together, when examining the reconstructions’ common pre-instrumental period of 89 years
(1863-1951), the models report a combined total of eleven (12.36%) individual snow drought events, five
of which are single-year events (one warm, four dry), and six which are two-year events (12 years total;
one warm event, two dry events, three dual-cause events) (Fig. 3.6, Table 3.5, Fig. A.6). Here, I refer
to multi-year snow droughts which transition from dry to warm or warm to dry as ’dual-cause’ events.
The longest snow drought duration in either reconstruction is two years. Consecutive two-year events
include occurred in 1897-1898, 1900-1901, 1914-1915, 1934-1935, 1940-1941, and 1944-1945 (Fig. 3.6,
Table 3.5). While 1900-01 and 1934-35 are dry-to-dry snow drought runs, the events in 1940-1941 and
1944-1945 experienced a transition from dry to warm, and the 1897-98 experienced a transition from




































x -- warm snow drought
Figure 3.6: Top: runs analysis plot for the energy-limited reconstruction’s pre-instrumental snow drought years
(light blue circles) and the observed snow drought years (dark-blue circles). Bottom: runs analysis plot for the
moisture-limited reconstruction’s pre-instrumental snow drought years (light red circles) and the observed snow
drought years (dark-red circles). The magnitude of snow drought events are plotted on the x-axis as a departure
from the respective reconstructions’ long-term mean, and the duration of snow droughts events is plotted on the
y-axis. Years indicate the starting year for the runs (snow drought duration). An ’X’ denotes a warm snow drought.
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Table 3.5: Pre-instrumental warm (red) and dry (black) snow drought years identified by the reconstructions. A red
’X’ denotes that only the energy-limited model captures the negative direction of sign, while the moisture-limited
model reports a positive direction of sign. An black ’X’ denotes that only the moisture-limited model captures the
negative direction of sign, while the energy-limited model reports a positive direction of sign. An asterisk denotes
































4.1 Features of the reconstructions
Using a novel dendrohydrologic approach, I developed the first annually-resolved paleosnow record
that can discriminate between warm and dry snow droughts in the pre-instrumental period, for the
Cascade Range, USA. Two independent April 1 SWE reconstructions are evaluated in tandem to diag-
nose past snow drought types back to 1863 AD, one that uses energy-limited snow proxies and that uses
moisture-limited snow proxies (Fig. A.6). The reconstructions capture the magnitudes of 71% of the
snow droughts that occurred in the observational period, and within that set of events, correctly detect
the snow drought type in every year (Table 3.4, Fig. 3.5).
Our final energy-limited and moisture-limited models explain 51% and 42% of Cascade Range instru-
mental snowpack variance, which is comparable to other snowpack reconstructions in the temperate
PNW where hydroclimatic limitation of tree-ring proxy correlations are often significantly weaker com-
pared with semi-arid and/or arid regions (Fritts, 1971). For comparison, in adjacent southwestern British
Columbia, Mood et al. (2020) and Larocque and Smith (2005) developed an April 1 SWE reconstruction
that estimates 54% and 21% of the instrumental snowpack variance, respectively; while the north Cas-
cades April 1 SWE reconstruction of Harley (2020) estimates 62% of the instrumental snowpack vari-
ance. Additionally, reconstructions of snowmelt-dominated streamflow variability for the Tsable River
in southwestern British Columbia (Coulthard and Smith, 2016), the Columbia River (Littell et al., 2016),
and Upper Klamath Basin (Malevich et al., 2013) explain 63%, 48%, and 61% of streamflow variance, re-
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spectively. While these reconstructions capitalized on all available tree-ring chronologies, I intentionally
sacrificed overall model explanatory power in this study in order to develop statistically independent
SWE reconstructions based on separate snow proxy pools and whose covariances may be analyzed in
order to discriminate between snow drought types.
Species of the predictors within the final energy-limited model include: Tsuga mertensiana (JOL,
MHDU, JOF, TTH ts), Abies lasiocarpa (HUR), and Larix lyallii (SRLU); while the moisture-limited model
incorporated Abies amabilis (TTH am), Juniperus occidentalis (FBU), Abies lasiocarpa (MAG), and Tsuga
mertensiana (BKR). Overall, the individual models primarily rely on species that are consistent with
the respective energy- and moisture-limited climate-growth relationships typically seen in the western
US (Coulthard et al., 2021). The exception to this is where both models incorporate Abies lasiocarpa
and Tsuga mertensiana, which are introduced into the energy-limited model at a lag of zero, and the
moisture-limited model at a lag of t+1 (MAG) and t−1 (BKR) (Table 3.2). Peterson and Peterson (2001)
and Peterson et al. (2002) show that both species are primarily negatively correlated with spring snow-
pack depth in the PNW, consistent with the energy-limited model’s climate-growth relationship. Yet Pe-
terson et al. (2002) also notes that at the driest and warmest sites, these species are negatively correlated
with prior-year summer temperature. This secondary climate-growth relationship with temperature in
the same species suggests that at some sites this proxy may have a positive correlation with snowpack,
as a function of prior-year temperature, and inherently soil moisture conditions. This climate-growth
relationship is consistent with the some of the moisture-limited predictors when lags are incorporated
(Table 3.2), further highlighting that the inclusion of multiple species with various lagged relationships
may significantly optimize model performance in estimating snowpack variability.
While no predictors in the energy-limited reconstruction are lagged, the moisture-limited model pri-
marily relies on lagged predictors (Table 3.2, Table 3.3). This is likely due to different growth mechanisms
governing these two proxy types (see Background section). Because the moisture-limited proxy type is
influenced by a combination of climate signals and is capable of recording partial to full cool-season cli-
mate conditions, these trees may be more conducive to retaining autocorrelated hydroclimate informa-
tion. Retaining the persistence within the moisture-limited predictors provides invaluable information
to accurately estimate annual SWE conditions.
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Both reconstructions are able to preserve medium- (decadal-scale) to high- (annual-scale) frequency
variability, and are unable to capture low (multi-decadal scale) -frequency variability (Fig. 3.3). In this
work, I am primarily interested in medium-frequency to high-frequency variability that is typical of the
internal ENSO and PNA climate modes, which largely control year-to-year fluctuations in PNW snow-
pack (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981; Barnston and Livezey, 1987; McPhaden, 2002; Rodenhuis et al., 2009),
rather than more medium-frequency patterns typical of PDO, which largely influences more long-term
(20-30 year) temperature, precipitation, and overall atmospheric circulation patterns over the PNW (Man-
tua et al., 1997; Gershunov and Barnett, 1998). Generally, periods of low snowpack occurred in both re-
constructions during late-1890s to early-1900s, 1920s, and the late-1970s to the end of the reconstructed
records (with the exception of brief high snow period in the 1990s shown in the energy-limited model);
and high snowpack periods during the early-1860s to early-1870s, and mid-1940s to early-1950s. The
more reliable energy-limited reconstruction also captures periods of high (low) snowpack during the
1860s, early-1880s, and intermittently between the 1950s to early-1970s (1905-1915 and early-1940s)
that are not evident in the moisture limited reconstruction, while the moisture-limited reconstruction
captures periods of high (low) snowpack during 1840-1850s, 1905-1909, intermittently throughout the
late-1920s to early-1940s (mid-1870s, intermittently between late-1950s to early-1970s) that are not evi-
dent in the energy-limited reconstruction (Fig. 3.3). These periods of high and low snow years are also
noted in other PNW tree-ring derived studies. Harley (2020) report similar periods of low SWE years
in the Cascades, such that decades 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 are within the top 10 lowest SWE
decades within their 400-year reconstruction, and the 1840s as the fourth highest SWE decade in their
reconstructed record. This is consistent with the generally low SWE years beginning in the late-1970s
seen in both reconstructions presented here, and the high SWE years seen in the 1840s in the moisture-
limited reconstruction (Figure 3.3). In the Sierra Nevada SWE reconstruction, Belmecheri et al. (2016)
reports a low SWE period between the 1910s-30s, which overlaps with 1920s low SWE period estimated
in both models (Figure 3.3). Additionally, a North Pacific (Gulf of Alaska) reconstruction of sea surface
temperature (SST) from D’Arrigo and Jacoby (1991) identifies a period of cooler SST in the early- and
mid-1800s and suggests that this period reflects variations related to PDO. Generally, Cascade Range
snowpack depth is strongly negatively correlated with northeastern Pacific SSTs, in which negative PDO
phases generally lead to cool northeastern Pacific sea surface temperatures (SSTs), lower than average at-
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mospheric temperatures, and higher than average winter precipitation in the PNW, while positive PDO
phases generally lead to the opposite (Mantua and Hare, 2002; Black et al., 2009). The timing of cool Pa-
cific SSTs noted in D’Arrigo and Jacoby (1991) is consistent with the high SWE periods shown in the early
portion of each reconstructed record (Table 3.3). Further, Graumlich and Brubaker (1986)’s Washington
temperature reconstruction estimates a negative (cooling) trend in the latter half of the 19th century,
which agrees with the high SWE period in the mid- to late-1800s in both reconstructions (Table 3.3).
Calibration period plots suggest that overall, both models also preserve hydrologically-important
statistical characteristics of variance and trend evident in the April 1 SWE record (Fig. A.1), and may
therefore also represent them in the past. The range and frequency of SWE variance is hydrologically
important in the PNW because it serves as an envelope of predictable runoff and water storage scenar-
ios. For example, the recent Oroville Dam incident in northern California (extreme 2012-15 drought
followed by record-breaking string of atmospheric river landfalls in water year 2017, (White et al., 2019)),
attests that the aging dam and reservoir infrastructure across the western US may not be equipped to
handle an increased range of SWE variability (Vano et al., 2019). The energy-limited reconstruction’s pre-
instrumental period identifies high snowpack variance during the late-1890s to 1920, and the moisture-
limited model during 1860-1880, 1890s, and late-1930s to early-1940s. Periods of low snowpack variance
occurred during the 1860s-80s, 1930s, and late-1940s for the energy-limited reconstruction, and dur-
ing the 1840s-1860, 1880s, 1920-1930, and late-1940s for the moisture-limited reconstruction (Fig. 3.3).
Overall, both models demonstrate more periods of low-frequency variability in the pre-instrumental pe-
riod, relative to the observed record. High-frequency variability is shown to increase beginning in the
1950s in both models, and is amplified from the 1970s-2018 (Figure 3.3). This is consistent with increased
ranges of hydroclimate variability since the mid 20th century both globally (Seager et al., 2012; Marvel
et al., 2019; Huning and AghaKouchak, 2020b) and in the PNW (Black et al., 2014; Mantua, 2015; Black
et al., 2018). In the PNW, Mote (2003) have demonstrated internal modes of climate variability (e.g. PDO,
ENSO) cannot solely explain the changes in SWE after the mid-1970s, and these increases in variance are
likely exacerbated by the additional influence of anthropogenic warming. This is also consistent with
Harley (2020) who demonstrate cool-season precipitation whiplash (back to back <5th and >95th per-
centile SWE years) in the Cascades are anomalous in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries relative to
the prior several centuries.
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Five-year running means highlight periods of positive and negative trend in each reconstruction that
are faithful to contemporaneous trends evident in the April 1 SWE record (Figure 3.3). Examining sus-
tained periods of increasing/decreasing snowpack within the pre-instrumental record may assist wa-
ter managers and climate adaptation specialists to understand what the natural hydroclimate system
is capable of, without the contribution of anthropogenically-induced warming; and further, to deter-
mine if the declining trend in recent decades is unusual. In the energy-limited reconstruction’s pre-
instrumental period, the early- to mid-1930s and early-1940s to 1950s display positive trend, and the
early-1860s to 1900s and mid-1930s to early-1940s periods display a negative trend. In the moisture-
limited reconstruction, the early-1840s to 1850, 1900-1910, and 1940-1950 periods display a positive
trend; and the 1850s-1900 and 1910-1930 periods display a negative trend. Both models show a weak
negative trend beginning in the 1950s to the end of the respective reconstruction lengths, with the excep-
tion of one brief positive period in the energy-limited model in the 1990s (Figure 3.3). This is consistent
with the pronounced declining trend in snowpack in much of western North America, beginning in the
mid-20th century (Mote et al., 2005; Mote, 2006; Barnett et al., 2008; McCabe and Wolock, 2009; Abat-
zoglou, 2011; Mote et al., 2018). Periods of pre-instrumental positive and negative trend are also noted in
other regionally-relevant studies which develop tree-ring derived estimates of SWE (Pederson et al., 2011;
Belmecheri et al., 2016; Harley, 2020), cool-season (Lutz et al., 2012; Dannenberg and Wise, 2016) and an-
nual (Graumlich, 1987) precipitation, temperature (Graumlich and Brubaker, 1986; Wilson et al., 2014),
drought (Pohl et al., 2002), and SSTs (D’Arrigo and Jacoby, 1991). The Harley (2020) reconstruction, along
with a summer temperature reconstruction by Wilson et al. (2019) for the Yukon territory, both suggest
a period of low snowpack and warm temperatures between 1920-1940, which overlaps with the nega-
tive trend seen in the 1930s-40s and 1910-30 periods shown in the energy- and moisture-limited recon-
structions, respectively (Figure 3.3). This is also supported by Dannenberg and Wise (2016)’s Columbia
river basin and Lutz et al. (2012)’s PNW cool-season precipitation reconstructions, as well as Pohl et al.
(2002)’s Central Oregon soil moisture drought reconstruction, who note overlapping periods of negative
trend during the 1920-30s, 1900-20s, and 1900-1930s in their respective reconstructed records. In the
Sierra Nevada Range SWE reconstruction, Belmecheri et al. (2016) also reports a negative trend in the
1910s-30s, consistent with the moisture-limited reconstruction (Figure 3.3). There is a brief stretch of
disagreement in the early-1900s, in which the energy-limited model shows a weak negative trend, and
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the moisture-limited model displays an obvious positive trend (Fig. 3.3). In comparison to other precip-
itation reconstructions in the region, Graumlich (1987) and Lutz et al. (2012) identify this period to have
negative trend, ultimately in agreement with the energy-limited model. This suggests that this mismatch
in trend is not the result of a period of warm snow drought years, but rather likely due to model error in
the moisture-limited model. Overall, a common finding within each of these studies that is consistent
with the reconstructions presented here, is that starting in the 1950s (amplified in the 1970s) to the end of
the respective reconstructed records, there is a steady decline in SWE (Pederson et al., 2011; Belmecheri
et al., 2016; Harley, 2020), an above-average warming trend (Graumlich and Brubaker, 1986; Wilson et al.,
2014), and sustained (soil moisture) drought (Pohl et al., 2002).
4.2 Snow droughts
We examined meteorological snow drought causes and defined bottom 10th percentile snow drought
years as ’warm’ and ’dry’ based on SNOTEL datasets and a phase diagram approach. While correlation
testing and various screening criteria were used to select the two most representative SNOTEL stations
for each year (one high-elevation and one low elevation), it is important to note that a pair of two SNOTEL
records are likely not perfectly representative of regional Cascade Range snowpack dynamics. Indeed,
while the high-elevation Three Creeks, OR station indicated warm snow drought conditions for 1981, the
relatively lower-elevation Surprise Lakes, WA station indicates a dry snow drought in that same year. This
contrasting response between the low- and high-elevation stations likely suggests a wetting pattern as a
function of elevation (the reason for which a low and high- elevation station was selected for each year in
the first place), and emphasizes the nuance of these warm snow droughts, which are not characterized by
a homogeneous spatiotemporal evolution. In contrast, in 2015 both the low- and high-elevation SNO-
TEL stations report consistent SWE and precipitation conditions, with SWE remaining below-average
for most of the cool season and precipitation remaining at above average to near-normal conditions at
the end of the winter season (April/May). In short, there remain some discrepancies and limitations re-
garding how meteorologic snow drought processes are represented from one station to the next and this
merits further investigation.
Tree-ring reconstruction model regression values are inherently dampened relative to the predic-
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tand instrumental data. Despite this, the reconstructions capture five out of seven (71%) observed snow
drought magnitudes accurately, and within that set of events, they identify the correct snow drought type
in every year. Among years correctly identified as bottom 10th percentile snow droughts, the moisture-
limited model captures dry snow drought years and mis-diagnose the warm snow drought years as near-
normal conditions, while the energy-limited reconstruction generally captures both snow drought types,
as expected (Table 3.4, Fig. 3.5). I can therefore confidently interpret the reconstructions to suggest that
more than half of the bottom 10th percentile snow droughts evident in the pre-instrumental reconstruc-
tion period likely did occur, and within that set, there is a reasonable chance that the snow drought type
suggested by the reconstructions models is correct. One of the primary limitations on this interpretation
is the small number of total observed dry (1977, 1992, 2001, 2005) and warm (1963, 1981, 2015) ’sample’
snow drought events whose fit with the reconstruction models could be tested, and whose meteorolog-
ical causes could be examined using phase diagrams (with the exception of 1963 and 1977; see Section
3.4). Furthermore, a degree of uncertainty associated with the reconstructions’ relatively short com-
mon period (i.e. 89 years) lies within the pre-instrumental snow drought durations and magnitudes, and
should be taken into consideration when interpreting the results. Nonetheless, the record represents the
first paleohydrologic reconstructions of different snow drought types, and an opportunity to examine
covariance between different snow drought types in other settings prone to the 21st century onset of
warm snow droughts.
The reconstructions suggest 17 (19.10%) of the pre-instrumental record years, are snow drought years
(Table 3.5). Of these, six are warm (6.74%), and eleven (12.36%) are dry (Table 3.5). In contrast, a total of
seven (10.45%) snow droughts occurred in the observed record, of which three (4.48%) were warm, and
four (5.97%) were dry (Table 3.4). The results therefore suggest that there has been a 8.65% decrease in
snow droughts in the observed period of record relative to the prior 89 years. The results also suggest
there as been a 2.26% (6.39%) decrease in warm (dry) snow droughts in the observed period of record,
relative to the prior 89 years. This highlights how the instrumental period alone does not capture the
full range of natural variability of Cascade Range warm and dry snow droughts; ultimately jeopardizing
water supply and storage strategies that primarily rely on the brief instrumental record and the concept
of stationarity to inform long-term planning (Milly et al., 2008).
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On the other hand, the average magnitude of pre-instrumental and observed warm (dry) snow droughts
is -4.54 (-2.36) and -4.64 (-4.13) PC units, respectively. Therefore, the results suggest that the magnitude
of warm snow droughts has increased by 2.17%, and the magnitude of dry snow droughts has increased
by 74.48%, relative to the prior 89 years. This suggests that the magnitude of warm snow droughts in the
Cascade Range has indeed slightly intensified in recent decades. Meanwhile, the magnitude of dry snow
droughts has not remained stable, but has dramatically increased, relative to the prior 89 years. Overall,
these results estimate that while more snow droughts have occurred in the past, the magnitude of each
snow drought type (especially dry snow droughts) has intensified, relative to the observed record. Taken
together, the pre-instrumental reconstructed record shows that both snow drought causes are not un-
common to the region, are intensifying, and are only expected to worsen given the projected warming
trends and snowpack losses within the western US (Barnett et al., 2005; Solomon et al., 2007; Mote and
Salathé, 2010; Lute et al., 2015; Fyfe et al., 2017; Gergel et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017).
Compared against other regionally-relevant paleoenvironmental reconstructions, I find that some of
the estimated snow drought years match. In the Washington Cascades, Harley (2020), reports 1914 and
1944 as the 8th and 10th lowest SWE years within their reconstruction. Wilson et al. (2019) identify 1944
and 1915 as the 3rd and 4th warmest since 1337 CE, and Knapp et al. (2002) use a ’Climatic Pointer Year
Index’ to identify extreme interior PNW single-year droughts 1924, 1926, and 1934 (Fig. 3.6, Table 3.5).
Surprisingly, considering both the energy- and moisture-limited reconstructions over the pre-instrumental
period (1863-1951), the longest consecutive snow drought duration is only two years (Fig. 3.6), whereas
only single-year events occurred in the observed April 1 SWE record (Table 3.4). The reconstructions
suggest five (5.62%) single-year snow drought events and six (13.48%) two-year events (twelve years to-
tal) occurred within the pre-instrumental reconstructed record (Table 3.5, Fig. 3.6). In contrast, the April
1 SWE record identifies all seven (10.45%) snow drought years as single-year events, and no consecutive
two-year events (Table 3.5, Fig. 3.6). The results therefore suggest that there has been a 4.83% increase
in single-year snow drought events (3.36% warm; 1.48% dry), and a 13.48% decrease in two-year (2.25%
warm; 4.49% dry; 6.74% dual-cause) events in the April 1 SWE record relative to the prior 89 years. It
should be noted that while the Cascade Range experienced a widespread three-year snow drought event
from 2014-16, only the 2015 regional April 1 SWE value fell into the bottom 10th percentile, therefore the
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entire 2014-16 event is not included in this piece of extreme snow drought duration analysis. The only
consecutive pre-instrumental warm snow drought event (1914-15) demonstrates that warm two-year
snow droughts are possible within the Cascade Range’s natural hydroclimate system. On the other hand,
some of these pre-instrumental two-year events transitioned from warm to dry (1897-98), and some from
dry to warm (1940-41, 1944-45) (Table 3.5). This is similar to a change in multi-year snow drought type
that occurred during the 2014-16 snow drought in the Cascades, which began as a dry snow drought in
2014 and transitioned to a warm snow drought in 2015-2016. Overall, the reconstructions suggest that
consecutive warm and ’dual cause’ multi-year snow droughts events are not unusual relative to the past.
Furthermore, these results provide an important benchmark for multi-year snow drought events in the
region, indicating that recent (≥ 3 year) snow droughts like the 2014-2016 event may be unprecedented
since 1863 in the Cascade Range. Given that the PNW has experienced longer snow droughts since 1980
(Huning and AghaKouchak, 2020b), and consecutive snow drought years are projected to become more
frequent into the mid-21st century throughout the western US (Marshall et al., 2019), special consider-
ation should be given to snow drought durations and causes, and its implications for long-term water
allocation strategies.
Some of the multi-year events identified in the reconstructions match other regional dendrocli-
matatic records. Based on cool season precipitation, Knapp et al. (2004) report sustained three-year
and five-year events in the PNW, during 1917-19 and 1933-37, respectively. The 1933-37 event identified
in their reconstruction encompasses the unusual 1934-35 snow drought seen in the moisture-limited
reconstruction (Table 3.5, Fig. A.6). Additionally, within southern British Columbia, Mood et al. (2020)
also captures the 1914-15 snow drought (seen in the energy-limited model), as well as 1904-05 (Fig. 3.6).
However the models only capture 1905, perhaps because the definition of a snow drought used in this
work is defined as the bottom 10th percentile, whereas they define the bottom 20th percentile. Fur-
ther, they note two three-year duration snow droughts (1791-1793, 1803-1805) and one five-year event
(1719-1723). This indicates that as a result of shorter reconstruction length, the models may be under-
estimating the possible duration of natural, unforced snow droughts in the Cascade Range.
Various sources of error are possible in each reconstruction. In contrast with the expectation of the
study, the moisture-limited model estimates bottom 10th percentile values in some years where the
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energy-limited model reports an opposite (positive) direction of sign (1876, 1890, and 1934-35). This
discrepancy could be a result of overall model error, or contrasting microsite characteristics (stand dis-
turbance, aspect, slope) and/or general spatial location differences (high- vs. low-elevation forests). This
potential for spatial discontinuity in year-to-year snowpack fluctuations can be one of the drawbacks of
a regional-scale study such as this.
To improve upon these models and their ability to capture the magnitude of observed snow drought
years, I suggest incorporating additional chronologies which are strongly correlated to Cascade Range
April 1 SWE, thereby enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio. Additionally, updating existing chronologies
which were proven to have a strong relationship to Cascade Range April 1 SWE and improved model
performance (e.g. Bridge Glacier, Mt. Becher, Cream Lake, OR057), but were ultimately removed due to
short record length (<year 2005) would be helpful to increase model explanatory power and also capture
more recent extreme events. Furthermore, due to the methodology used to quantify the reconstructions’
ability to capture the magnitude of observed snow drought years (see Methods - Observed snow drought
years), the number of snow drought occurrences in the pre-instrumental record may be over-estimated.
In future work, a more precise reconstruction snow drought categorization approach should be imple-
mented within the calibration period, to better constrain model uncertainty and provide a more con-
fident interpretation of reconstruction snow drought estimates in the pre-instrumental record. Lastly,
while the April 1 SWE record used in the models presented here do a good job of capturing the regional
snowpack signal (PC1 explains 75% proportion of SWE variance), a set of spatially-refined study areas
could inform on more localized extreme snow drought events that the regional models may not be cap-
turing.
4.3 Conclusion
Cascade Range snowpack is fundamental to the ecosystem, agricultural, economic, and societal well-
being throughout the PNW. Approximately 1.4 million people in the Seattle metropolitan area alone rely
on the annual snowmelt-derived runoff for their municipal drinking water source, which is perfectly
timed to meet the high demands throughout the warm and dry summer months. Recent findings from
Huning and AghaKouchak (2020b) indicate that the western US is an emerging global snow drought hot
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spot, such that the snow drought frequency, duration, and magnitude has become more ubiquitous since
the 1980’s. Given the projected increases in PNW temperature throughout the 21st century (Mote and
Salathé, 2010) and the anticipation of more frequent multi-year low snowpack events (Marshall et al.,
2019), considerable interest should be give to the temperature-sensitive Cascades (Adam et al., 2009;
Brown and Mote, 2009; Casola et al., 2009; Luce et al., 2014). The recent 2014-16 snow drought which
resulted in record-breaking wildfires (Northwest Interagency Coordination Center, 2021), premature ski
area closures (University of Notre Dame, Environmental Change Initiative, 2021), $700 million of losses
in agriculture (Yakima Herald, 2021), and both the state of Washington and Oregon declaring drought
emergencies (Fosu et al., 2016; Office of the Governor, State of Oregon, 2021), has brought substantial
attention to Cascade Range snow droughts, leaving water resource managers pressed to understand the
driving mechanisms behind these extreme warm snow droughts.
From this thesis research I present two independent Cascade Range snowpack reconstructions: one
energy-limited and one moisture-limited, which explain 51% and 42% of Cascade Range instrumental
April 1 SWE variance, and extend the instrumental record to 1863 and 1844, respectively. Taken together,
the common period of the reconstructions (including the extended models) spans 155 years (1863-2017),
providing 89 years of estimated, natural pre-instrumental April 1 SWE variance. As Huning and AghaK-
ouchak (2020a) demonstrate, even an additional 50 years of April 1 SWE data can significantly alter and
better inform pertinent statistical analyses necessary for water resource planning and climate adaptation
strategies. More importantly, for the first time, I am able to distinguish and compare (to a certain degree
of confidence) between warm and dry snow droughts, such that the energy-limited proxy reconstruction
records both warm and dry snow droughts, and the moisture-limited reconstruction only records dry
snow droughts.
In taking this novel dendrohydrologic approach, I am able to quantify the magnitudes and durations
of pre-instrumental warm snow droughts, and compare them with the observed record. The reconstruc-
tions are in agreement with and highlight the observed negative trend in snowpack and increased range
of variability beginning in the mid-20th century, consistent with other paleoenvironmental records in the
PNW (Graumlich and Brubaker, 1986; Pohl et al., 2002; Harley, 2020). My results show that while warm
snow droughts are less common in the observed record, their overall magnitude is worsening, relative
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to the prior 89 years. Despite my expectations, the magnitude of dry snow droughts have not remained
stable over the entire 155-year period, but have dramatically intensified in recent decades, relative to the
pre-instrumental record. Further, these reconstructions demonstrate that consecutive (two-year) warm
and dual-cause snow drought scenarios are not abnormal in an unforced context, and serve as an impor-
tant benchmark for multi-year snow droughts in the region. However, the lack of >3 year snow drought
durations in the estimated pre-instrumental record highlights the unusualness of the recent 2014-16
snow drought.
Taken together, this thesis research suggests that the instrumental record alone may be underesti-
mating what the natural Cascade Range hydroclimate system is capable of. In the face of an anthopogenically-
induced warming climate, the magnitudes and durations of warm snow droughts are only expected to
worsen, posing significant challenges to long-term water resource management in the decades to come.
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Appendix A
Table A.1: Principal Components Analysis matrix variable loadings, consisting of snowcourse stations (left) and
output Principle Components (PCs; top), with associated eigenvectors. Resulting proportion of variance for each
PC is listed in the bottom column.
PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8
21F03 -0.304536662 0.594699462 -0.008704597 0.231121689 -0.481425187 0.066289208 0.431237642 0.279224985
22G05 -0.290369934 0.620575794 -0.328059691 -0.250069323 0.255766313 -0.045989287 -0.419376236 -0.342060388
21A01 -0.381896464 -0.065300556 0.302935326 -0.290226152 0.076508072 -0.762426348 -0.006028127 0.294459058
20A04 -0.349408801 -0.303789069 -0.630873326 0.25950083 0.056693837 0.053122686 -0.249526834 0.501980086
20A09 -0.356984306 -0.353676111 -0.365185421 -0.229976771 -0.232281073 -0.084311453 0.45547803 -0.54101992
20A07 -0.373481672 -0.175493128 0.34545169 -0.36434128 -0.440476071 0.457025776 -0.414834652 0.051503852
21B04 -0.384492239 -0.009076451 0.221094968 -0.089327527 0.666543128 0.427206772 0.390979717 0.124781561
20A01 -0.374500558 -0.093269829 0.317726073 0.734072822 0.038630281 -0.104346357 -0.208433508 -0.394223688
Proportion of Variance 0.7535 0.1344 0.04103 0.02252 0.01602 0.01391 0.01066 0.00795
Table A.2: Standardized tree-ring chronologies’ climate growth relationships at various lags (no lag, t−1, t+1 t−2
t+2). Chronolgoies significantly positively and negatively correlated with the April 1 SWE record (p <0.05) are
highlighted in red and blue, respectively.
Lag Site code p-value r-value
Zero
BKR RW 0.72460842 -0.043845508
BKR EW 0.625965393 -0.060633244
BKR LW 0.932374568 -0.010565558
SRLU RW 0.017910854 -0.288481352
SRLU EW 0.001937451 -0.371994049
SRLU LW 0.121728868 -0.190913429
Continued on next page
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Lag Site code p-value r-value
MHDU RW 0.002003963 -0.37087942
MHDU EW 0.005447938 -0.335936984
MHDU LW 0.01078048 -0.309630704
FBU RW 0.168718378 0.170118867
FBU EW 0.075308147 0.21876511
FBU LW 0.496253628 0.171487785
TTHts RW 0.031807299 -0.264582103
TTHts EW 0.028040781 -0.270502595
TTHts LW NA NA
TTHam RW 0.224291263 -0.151610618
TTHam EW 0.157407754 -0.176033231
TTHam LW 0.606068328 -0.06464622
JOF RW 0.031559396 -0.262964835
JOF EW 0.139238308 -0.183964776
JOF LW 0.139521635 -0.183835313
SIC RW 0.017687714 -0.291189856
SIC EW 0.501789528 -0.084138504
SIC LW 0.417999181 -0.129966171
SPAT RW 0.234563233 0.147198601
SPAT EW 0.162683707 0.172525814
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BKR RW 0.023969331 0.277709168
Continued on next page
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Lag Site code p-value r-value
BKR EW 0.024857064 0.276054254
BKR LW 0.072553759 0.222498042
SRLU RW 0.175099414 0.168937305
SRLU EW 0.236679351 0.147678936
SRLU LW 0.441794383 0.096297451
MHDU RW 0.134941152 0.185953047
MHDU EW 0.052104473 0.240153923
MHDU LW 0.25093191 0.143327392
FBU RW 0.193598719 -0.160811465
FBU EW 0.473115613 -0.089149638
FBU LW 0.346641672 0.243333867
TTHts RW 0.601373549 0.066009054
TTHts EW 0.552553737 0.075020623
TTHts LW NA NA
TTHam RW 0.098808428 0.206532346
TTHam EW 0.080278564 0.218555235
TTHam LW 0.411582218 0.103581923
JOF RW 0.788675454 0.033625477
JOF EW 0.584290124 0.069122951
JOF LW 0.72103452 0.045143226
SIC RW 0.797901156 0.03238084
SIC EW 0.163657107 0.174823489
SIC LW 0.898704521 0.020784507
SPAT RW 0.564152448 0.071711994
SPAT EW 0.917750277 -0.012958475
SPAT LW 0.692265471 0.063718483
Continued on next page
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BKR RW 0.364835055 0.114247237
BKR EW 0.410191717 0.10388854
BKR LW 0.476115752 0.089948551
SRLU RW 0.142009738 -0.184137636
SRLU EW 0.106836661 -0.201867209
SRLU LW 0.174303838 -0.170573556
MHDU RW 0.912327639 -0.013926159
MHDU EW 0.893600167 0.016916719
MHDU LW 0.732391952 0.043232117
FBU RW 0.752048063 -0.039631465
FBU EW 0.934015498 -0.010389448
FBU LW 0.908619337 0.031220882
TTHts RW 0.632703237 -0.06088521
TTHts EW 0.629254365 -0.061502051
TTHts LW NA NA
TTHam RW 0.781190249 0.035408011
TTHam EW 0.833190955 0.026850821
TTHam LW 0.602602682 0.066318026
JOF RW 0.493734283 -0.08640465
JOF EW 0.91744765 0.013216082
JOF LW 0.925548675 -0.01191527
SIC RW 0.47339664 -0.091231379
Continued on next page
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Lag Site code p-value r-value
SIC EW 0.981466407 -0.00296219
SIC LW 0.962124218 0.007859795
SPAT RW 0.580939103 -0.069188615
SPAT EW 0.252433592 -0.144005394
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BKR RW 0.253389708 0.141495821
BKR EW 0.123633636 0.189961795
BKR LW 0.70391572 0.047293293
SRLU RW 0.396991195 0.105170177
SRLU EW 0.527696816 0.078511421
SRLU LW 0.761485032 -0.037779984
MHDU RW 0.615364729 -0.062497736
MHDU EW 0.794078142 -0.03249154
MHDU LW 0.371079466 -0.111025877
FBU RW 0.311402277 0.125542623
FBU EW 0.130002545 0.186858794
FBU LW 0.810243617 0.059046069
TTHts RW 0.855223749 0.022715333
TTHts EW 0.683517738 0.050727067
TTHts LW NA NA
TTHam RW 0.019044952 0.285819835
TTHam EW 0.012803796 0.302629408
Continued on next page
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Lag Site code p-value r-value
TTHam LW 0.190800449 0.161813448
JOF RW 0.520227651 0.079932692
JOF EW 0.235094158 0.147033541
JOF LW 0.761365158 0.037799552
SIC RW 0.523221125 0.079361859
SIC EW 0.164635612 0.171740214
SIC LW 0.543666123 0.096395554
SPAT RW 0.29895498 0.128788876
SPAT EW 0.417728799 0.100644475
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BKR RW 0.663590207 0.054118515
BKR EW 0.495854821 0.084644024
BKR LW 0.859708038 -0.022004432
SRLU RW 0.911240731 -0.013879219
SRLU EW 0.681705112 -0.051034
SRLU LW 0.774823962 0.035608125
MHDU RW 0.07776918 -0.216988024
MHDU EW 0.145756529 -0.179649405
MHDU LW 0.090415408 -0.208502133
FBU RW 0.006529395 0.329172649
FBU EW 0.003971028 0.347409196
FBU LW 0.232088009 0.279848652
Continued on next page
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Lag Site code p-value r-value
TTHts RW 0.129440514 -0.187127915
TTHts EW 0.142546035 -0.181069294
TTHts LW NA NA
TTHam RW 0.787313331 0.033584164
TTHam EW 0.827045536 0.027200028
TTHam LW 0.81833542 0.028593024
JOF RW 0.200226264 -0.158479047
JOF EW 0.567631229 -0.071074307
JOF LW 0.202668701 -0.157633388
SIC RW 0.808945632 -0.030098654
SIC EW 0.704740482 0.047155208
SIC LW 0.969639225 0.005980393
SPAT RW 0.111441831 0.196259681
SPAT EW 0.390735735 0.106562446
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# of variables = 11
# negative lags allowed: 0
# positive lags allowed: 0
# potential predictors: 11
# of predictors in final equation = 9
Calibration Period: 1952-2012
R2 =  0.509;   R
a
2 =  0.422
   F =   5.87,  p-value = 0.00001
std error of estimate =   1.8785
RE =  0.32
RMSE
v
 =   2.0238
























# of variables = 6
# negative lags allowed: 1
# positive lags allowed: 1
# potential predictors: 18
# of predictors in final equation = 8
Calibration Period: 1952-2006
R2 =  0.418;   R
a
2 =  0.317
   F =   4.14,  p-value = 0.00088
std error of estimate =   2.0931
RE =  0.17
RMSE
v
 =   2.2887
Figure A.1: Calibration period plot for energy-limited (left) and moisture-limited (right) reconstruction models.



















Observed April 1 SWE
Figure A.2: Calibration period of the extended energy-limited model (blue line), moisture-limited model (red line),
and April 1 SWE record (black line). The black hatched lined identifies the 2015 observed snow drought year.
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Time Series Plot of Residuals, p
slope
=0.34583
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Lag (yr)
No Durbin Watson Test Possible: more than five predictors
Portmanteau Q =  11.4780,  p-value = 0.32151




Time Series Plot of Residuals, p
slope
=0.23272
















0 5 10 15 20
Lag (yr)
No Durbin Watson Test Possible: more than five predictors
Portmanteau Q =   8.0588,  p-value = 0.62309
Figure A.3: Time series plots of the energy-limited (left) and moisture-limited (right) extended reconstruction
model residuals. Lagged scatter plot of residuals and autocorrelation function plot (ACF) to assess any potential































Resids vs Predictor #2














Resids vs Predictand Histogram of Residuals with Normal Curve






























Resids vs Predictor #2












Resids vs Predictand Histogram of Residuals with Normal Curve





Figure A.4: Scatter plots of the energy-limited (left) and moisture-limited (right) reconstruction extended model
residuals against the models’ predictand and individual predictors. Histogram of the instrumental April 1 SWE
record residuals.
























# of variables = 9
# negative lags allowed: 0
# positive lags allowed: 0
# potential predictors: 9
# of predictors in final equation = 9
Calibration Period: 1952-2017
R2 =  0.344;   R
a
2 =  0.238
   F =   3.26,  p-value = 0.00299
std error of estimate =   2.1577
RE =  0.09
RMSE
v
 =   2.3417
























# of variables = 6
# negative lags allowed: 1
# positive lags allowed: 1
# potential predictors: 18
# of predictors in final equation = 7
Calibration Period: 1952-2016
R2 =  0.338;   R
a
2 =  0.257
   F =   4.16,  p-value = 0.00092
std error of estimate =   2.1473
RE =  0.15
RMSE
v
 =   2.2856
Figure A.5: Calibration period for extended energy- and moisture-limited reconstruction models
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Observed April 1 SWE
Figure A.6: Full reconstruction period of the energy-limited model (blue line), moisture-limited model (red line),
and April 1 SWE record (black line). Hatched lines denote pre-instrumental snow drought years.
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